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Patton~_chooses 2 women to join
,.

UK trustee board

:,

By Holly E. Stepp c;,,...
HERA1.0lEAD£R Et)IJCATION WRITER

Gov. Paull'atton has chosen
a social worker and a veteran educatioif supporter to serve as University of Kentucky trustees,
Patton yesterday appointed
Elaine A. Wilson. a Somerset social worker, and Alice ·Stevens
Sparks. a, Northern Ke,ntucky
businest)Woman, to fill 1Vacant
spots on {JK?s-~ ,: ,!.,._ 1 -..,-··
The t~_ of trustees..]ames

~
n iii<! ::1enken
~:Wednesday.
. · ~appairi
. .'.§.~. !be

ier·

number of women on UK;s board
from three

9.I)e·lfl~

~g~ .-~tli_a,ppginttnen
· "usun uou ·, e number

of
of
blacks on UK's board. U.S. Attorney Steven-?Md eH,ouisville was
appointed to a six-year term in
1994 by formeti Gov. Brereton
Jones
Wilson, 52, is director of social work services for the Oakwood Center, a S1',le·l,l!) home for
disabled adults. ~ ..
Sparks, 64, of Ciii!funt Springs,

CEO

is president and
o!SSK Company, a real estate company specializing in mobile home parks.
Sparks also is the former chairwoman of the Northern Kentucky
University Board of Regents.
Three years ago, Sparks was

the primary investor in an eventsplanning company run by former
legislative aide Kent Downey.
He pleaded guilty in 1997 to
promoting~rostitution 3!1d illegal
gamli}ing tl\rbugb the company,
which sponsored golf tournaments that were attended by legislators.
Sparks was . never charged
with any wrongdoing and said
that she was unaware of the company's activities.
Wilson and Sparks will officially join the board during its
August meeting.
They will join a board that
closed the door this week on a
tWO•month controversy oveij a
contract :extension for Presiq,,nt
Charles Wethington. · ·. .
·
The board voted Tuesday to
rescind the contract. Wethington
will step down as president \n
2001 and then serve as a fundraiser for two years.
.
Patton also filled positions
vesterdav on other university
boards. An have six-year terms.
■

Eastern Kemuckv Unh·ersi-

ty: C. Fred Rice of Naples. Fla .. re·
placing Dr. William C. Devnes of
Louisville. Rice is a real estate executive and an Eastern Kentucky

■ Kentucky State University:
William G. Johnson of Frankfort.
replacing George Helton. Johnson
is a certified public accountant.
■ Morehead State University:
Sylvia Lovely ?f Lexingto~, replacing James Fmch. Lovely ts the
executive director of the Kentucky
League of Cities.
.
. .
■ Murrav State Umvers1ty:
Kenneth Miller of Benton. replacing Philip Lanier. Miller is the
Marshall County judge-executive.
■ Northern Kentucky Univer·
sity: Betty Maupin Pogue of Fort
Thomas, replacing William G.
Verst. Po!(Ue is a homemaker and
a volunteer.
■ Universitv of Louisvil1e:
Mary A. Yarmuth of Louisville,
replacing C. Stephen Lynn.

Yannuth is a businesswoman.
Trustee Milton C. Livingston of
Paducah. a lawyer, was reappointed.
■ Western Kentuckv Universitv: Kristen Bale of Giasgow. a

bo0kkeept:r. was reappointed.

■ Kentuckv Community and
Technical
College
System:
William Beaslc1· o( Paducah. replacing Michaei Hoseus. Beasley
is a businessman.

alumnus.
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Patton replaces 9 on college boards
By AL CROSS

promoting prostitution and illegal
gambling. Sparks, who gave Patton's
state Democratic Party SI.250 last
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul year, has said she had no knowledge
Patton yesterday replaced nine mem- of those illegal activities.
bers of higher-education boards
Wilson and Sparks succeed Martin
whose tenns had expired Wednes- Welenken of Prospect and James
day, including two Umversity of Ken- Hardyman of Lexington, both of
tucky trustees.
whom supported
. a controversial conPatton said the appointments mean tract extension
for UK President
that the board of every state bniversi- Charles Wethington. Hardyman was
ry except UK now has an equal num- · one of the trustees closest to Wethher of men and women. The 20-mem- 1. ington, who opposed Patton's 1997
ber UK board still has only five wom- removal of community colleges from
en, even with the appointments yes- UK's control.
terday of Northern Kentucky
After the board voted in Mav to exbusinesswoman Alice Sparks and tend Wethington's contract. ·11ardyElaine Wilson of Somerset.
man gave the Democratic Party
Wilson, a Lexington native and UK $2,500. But the Higher Education
graduate, is the social work supervi- Nominating Committee. which Patton
sor at the Oakwood state hospital. appoints. nominated onlv women for
Patton·s office said.she is onlv the the seats held bv Welenken and I Jarsecond African-American wom'an to dymon.
·
serve on the board at UK.
Meanwhile, faculty complained
Sparks, of Crescent Springs, is a a_bout the extension. and newspapers
longtime education activist and f1_led a lawsuit alleging thal Lhe board
Northern Kentucky University regent violated the state open-meetings law.
whose reputation was tarnished bv This week, the board unanimolislv
her financing of an entertainmerit rescinded the extension but voted t0
business for former legislative aide let Wethington keep the W percent
Kent Downey. who pleaded guilty to
C-J Political Writer

pay raise it had given him and stay In other appointments to six-vear
on the payr~II as a fund-raiser _unlil terms. the governor renamed dlas200~ af!e~ his contract as president gow bookkeeper Kristen Bale to the
expires m 2001. .
.
. . Western Kentucky. Universitv Board
The ~ew Umvers1ty of Lomsv1lle of Regents, and appointed: ·
trustee 1s Mary A. Yarmuth. a senior ■ M h C
.
vice president of Caretenders Heabh- . a~ a11 aunty Judge-~xecut1ve
corp. of Louisville. She succeeds Ste- M1~~ Mille~. one of Patton s _c_losest
phen Lynn of Oklah oma. M'I
alhes,·11to replace
1 ton L'iv- pohttcal
nier of Lou·
M Phthps Laingston of Paducah was reappointed.
.
. 1sv1 e as a urray tare
Livingston has given S7.100 10 Pal• Umverst!Y rege~t.
ton's political causes. Yarmuth has ■ C. rred Rice _of Naples. Fla .. a
given Sl.500 and members of her re~I _estate ex~cutlve. to. replace Dr.
family gave another $6,500.
Wilham DeVnes of L,ou1s~ille as an
Patton's appointments also broup;ht E~stern Kentucky Umverstty regent.
J;ender equality to the hoards of re- Rice ~ave !he Democratic Party
gents at Morehead State Universll\' S3.000 m 1996. .
and Northern Kentucky University. ■ William G. Johnson to replace
. At Morehead. Sylvia Lovely of Lex- fellow Frankfon accountant George
mgton, executive director of the Ken- Helton as a Kentucky State Universitucky League of Cities. replaced ty regent. Helton. P.itton·s campaiJ;n
James Finch of Mays Lick.
treasurer. has a part-time job on the
At Northern, Betty Maupin Pogue state Board of Tax Appeals.
of Fort ~h~mas succeeded business- ■ Bill Beasley of Paducah. who has
ma_n Wilham Verst of Hi~hland given S2.000 to Patton's causes. torrHeights. ~ague is a civic volunteer place Michael Hoseus of Lexington
and_the wife of Henry Pogue. former ,on the Kentucky Community and
ch~1rman of the state Board of Edu- rrechnical College System board.
canon.
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!education
reforms?
Big changes
mavbe on
the· horizon
Bv TOM LOFTUS
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT. Kv. - Some
kev legislators said vesterdav
th.it thcv were optimiStic abau·t
enacting'. sweeping changes in
teacher educauon after receiving recommendations from a
citizens advocacy group.
Among the reCommendations
bv the Prichard Committee for
A·cademic Excellence are improving teacher pay, implementing ways to hold both colleges of education and teachers
accountable for their perfonnance, and establishing a program to give teachers the skills
and support they need.
··our basic recommendation
is that the state create a profes-

sion where learning is a central
part of the value system," said
Rohen Sexton, executive director of the Prichard Committee.
"We believe this is a structure
that will provide continuous
support from the day they enter
college until the day they leave
the teaching professton."
The report was presented to
the Commonwealth Task Force
on Teacher Quality, a group of
legislators and leaders in education from across. the state.
Later this year, the group will
make recommendations for
consideration by the 2000 Gen-

there's a shortage, such ::is math. sci•
encc and specl3i education.
Moberlv. who is chairman of the
House budgc1 cummntee. ap:reet..l that
significant amounts of money would
be needed for big boosts in reacher
pay or to c::irry nut a recomm~ndation that the state make teachmg a
vear-round joh - a move that would
Increase pav and give teachers time
for plannmg and professional development.
Gov. Paul Patton has been warning
leg1slators in recent months that the
2000-2002 bud~et they will consider
is likelv to have little new monev ior
initiatives or expanded programs:
"We don't know how much money
will be available." Moberly said.
"Some new monev is needed. But
some of these recoinmendations can
be done Without much new money.
We spend a lot of money now on
professional development, and that
could be redirected into some of the
recommendations.··
Shirley Raines. dean of th~ University of Kentucky· College 01 Education, said she welcomes efforts to
hold teachers and colleges of education more accountable.
"We endorse the idea of accountability for our graduates, but we also
think -that accountability· hes to be

MAJOR
RECOMMENDATIONS
11 Make the Educational
Professional Standards Board
independent of the state
Education Department and
give ,t clear responsibility for
ensuring teacher quality. .
■ Fund teacher-preparation
programs adequately and
hold them accountable for
resulls. Shut down programs
that fall short.
■ Raise teacher salaries to
attract and retain more highly
qualified people. Give
bonuses to attract teachers
to areas ofshortage, such as
math and science.
■ Gradually make teaching
a year-round job.
11 Use salary increases as
an incentive for continuous
learning by providing raises
based on knowledge and
skills.
■ Improve hiring practices
of school districts and create
programs to Interest young
people in teaching.
■ Improve the quality of
college tea~g_to p1qvide
models (91,~.&ludylng. ·
to becomellilchenl. ~'-'·· .,,
■ Reform professional·
·
development using a variety
of approaches such as
summer institutes,
sabbaocala and Incentive
grants. Reward teacliers with
more pay for attaining
certificaoon~Ye:!e Naoonal
Board for P
ional
Teaching Standards.

cral Assemblv.
"I think that some of their
recommendations are close to
the mark on what we will C\'entuallv recommend. but 1hat's
just • my opinion." s~id Rep.
Harry Moberly, a Richmond
Democrat and co-chairman of
the task force. "But these recommendations have struck
some themes we've heard time
and again from different
groups."
Sen. David Karem. a Louisville Democrat and the other
co-chairman, said, "It's heart•
ening to see our task force and
the Prichard Committee coming
to some of the same conclusions."
Karem said one of the
simpler recommendations has
always been the key to improv. ing teacher quality. "I'll tell you
how to improve teacher quality:
Raise the salaries so that it's a ~paired•·with school accountability,"
real profession. and then ac- •. she said. Raines said any accountability program must account for_ sitcountability will follow," he
uations in which schools give first•
said.
year teachers insufficient resources
He noted that salaries have
increased above those in most i or the most difficult or out-of-field
·
Southern states over the past · assignments.
decade and said. "The worst
After yesterday's meeting, Sexton
thing we can do now is fall besaid that if the General Assembly
hind again."
chooses not to go along with the recKentucky teachers' starting
ommendation of shutting down poorpay averaged $24,000 this past
ly perfonning teacher education proschool year, according to the
grams, it likely would approve measDepartment of Education.
ures to publish data documenting the
child of school
Kentucky.
Moberly said the most conperfonnance of those programs.
Failure to deal with It win mean fafltroversial
recommendation
The Prichard Committee's report ure to achieve the grand vision estab·
might be higher pay for teachsaid that improving teacher educaers who go into fields where . lion is vital to realizing the goals of lished for. thll. Commonwealth in
1990 - reaching eacl! and every
the 1990 Kentucky Education Refonn child with high quality education reAct.
gardless of where they live," the re"Teacher quality is the neglected port said.
·
•·

reform'fu
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Major refonn urged in all

teaching areas

Report cites pay,
quality oversight,
college training
By Linda B. Blackford
··ERALDLEADER EDUCATION WRITER

If Kentuckians want to meet
,he loitv goals of education reiorm. thev'll have to get serious
cioout higher pay for teachers. bet·
,er oversight of teacher quahty
and more accountability for college teacher programs.
.-\t least that's the advice oi
,he Prichard Committee's Task
Force on Teaching ior Kentucky's
Future. which has been studying
the issue of teacher quality for the
past six months.
In a preliminary draft of recommendations, the report concludes: "Teacher quality is the ne·
glected child of school reform in
Kentuckv. Failure to deal with it
will mean failure to achieve the
grand vision established for this
Commonwealth in 1990 - reaching each and every child with
high-quality education, regardless
of where they live."
Robert Sexton. executive director of the Prichard Committee,
will discuss the recommendations
in Frankfort today with the governor-appointed Task Force ~n
Teacher Quality. The report will
be fonnally released in August
Sexton hopes the two task
forces will meld their recommendations for action by the 2000
General Assembly.
"These things all have to fit
together in a tightly woven tapestry: good (raining, good profes·-··
sional development and good
pay," Sexton said.
For example, teacher pay
would be linked to knowledge and
training, which in tum connects
preparation and organization.
The report advocates a 12month year for· teachers - not
students - that would mean
more pay and get more time for
training and planning,

In addition, teachers certified
by the National Board for Professional Standards, an extremelv
rigorous process that is considered the highest standard nationwide, would get extra pay.
Teachers who go into high-demand subjects. such as math, science or special education, could
_get higher pay. Bigger salaries
could also be used to lure teachers
to high-poverty areas.
Linda Bodine, a teacher in
Woodford County, said she would
support a 12-month year because
she could concentrate more on
training outside of the regular
school year.
"One oi the biggest frustrations for me is we're always try·
ing to build a ship while it's out in
the ocean," she said. "To have
more time when we're not actually engaged with students to deal
with the training issues we need
will help us do a better job."
Judith Gambill. president of
the Kentucky Education Association, the state's largest teacher
union. was not available for comment yesterday.
The recommendations also
look at broad-based changes at
the college level, which may, in
tum, ruffle feathers.
One suggestion is a new test
for new teachers, one that makes
them show how much they know
about their subject, or how good
their technology skills are, rather
than taking a standardized test If
a program's graduates don't meet
a certain standard on that test, the
program would close.
The report also calls for better
teaching in colleges as a whole so
teachers have better models, and
urges a requirement that educa•
tion professors work in public
school classrooms regularly,
In what's sure to become a political struggle, the committee recommends making the Education
Professional Stanclards Board, the
agency in charge of teacher certification, solely responsible for all
teacher quality issues.

Currently the standards board
is attached to the Kentucky Department of Education.
"I think the buck needs to stop
somewhere and someone has to
be responsible for this issue," said
Gary Cox. a member of the governor's task force and president of
the Association oi Independent
Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
Other recommendations include:
■ A comprehensive database
that contains all relevant information on teachers.
■ A Center for Excellence on
Teaching at a Kentucky college or
university to provide research and
leadership on teacher quality issues.
■ Regional councils that con•
nect colleges with local school districts for better communication.
■ Improvement of on-the-job
training, which should be based
on national standards for teachers.
University of Kentucky professor Steve Clements, who also
prepared a major report last year
on teacher quality in Kentucky;
says it's important that the public
remains aware of the need for
changes.
"I think without a major initiative in teacher quality like this,
we're unlikely to develop the capacity we need to move forward
with academic improvement of
students," he said.
Similar efforts to improve
teacher quality have been made
before. Another task force made
recommendations in 1994, but
that report failed to get sufficient
political support.
_)
However, after national reports on the need for betbr teach·
ers, current recommendations
should fall on more fertile ground,
said Cox, who served on the 1994
task force.
"A consensus seems to be
building, and groups are coming
together," Cox said. "Almost any
public policy worth its salt takes
time."
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UK trustees fell pre'Y'"M
to 'boardroom reality'
tions.
What Morris noticed was the
There are two realities. Morris
wav the hired staff nurtured the
noted:
boardroom realitv and the
board.
(As
with
the
UK
board,
the
HERALD-l£AOER COWMNlST
river authorirv's board membeI'S
rest of the world. Nonnally astute
business owners. lawvers ~md
are appointed· by the governor.)
Charles
bankers did dumb things at the
Wethington
Each board member would reLCRA because thev lived in
ceive big notebooks. tilled with
stood in the
boardroom realin•: .\nd that
staff-written reports and charts.
semi-dark oi
The staff was a11entive, and the
worked. until the real world
the L'niversicv
of Kenrucky ·
dark. wood-paneled boardroom
crashed in and the board was fi.
nally forced to confront unhappy
boardroom ear- was well-stocked with food and
customers. trod-upon neighbors
ly this month.
drink.
and a ticked-off legislature.
and for the better part of an hour
It was another world - as it
he flipped through slides showing was meant to be. The staff creatThe UK board extended the
a strong and progressive instirued an atmosphere
president's contract
tion. The colored projections were that bespoke unfet•
in the fog of boardinevitably festooned with uptered success, unendroom reality. Board
Board members members met in seward-pointing arrows. Things
ing improvement and
met in secret and cret and extended
were getting better: the university statewide approval.
was successful.
Outside the
the contract of a cont!$tended the
Wethington's performance
boardroom. however.
troversial president
contract of a
was remarkable for its normality. was a different subapparently in a belief
controversial
He knew - everyone knew ject. The river authorthat there was no
president
that all hell was about to break
ity was not a good
such thing as the
a]fparently in the real world.
loose. When Wethington finished, neighbor. Its power
the board would stan a gosh-aw- plant smokestacks
belief that there
The UK board
ful argument over the president's doused neighbors
was,w·suck
lived a fantasy.
contract. Yet Wethington slogged with flecks of soot
thing, ai'tiie real . Board members proon, slide after slide, telling his
The agency ignored
to be sur. ': world.
.. ,. fessed
story of institutional accomplishlocal concerns about
prised at the faculty
ment.
coal mines it was
. :~·.:.;iLJ].~i:..'.:.::.:i:.:) opposition to
The board that day would up- opening. It disregardWethington. (Yet the
hold Wethington's contract, his
ed customers, manhandled legisfaculty has been unhappy with
raise and two-year extension,
lators and neglected all manner of the president for 10 years.) They
only to rescind the extension earrules and regulations.
thought Gov. Paul Patton would
ly this week. The two-month
Morris realized the board had accept Wethington for an addiepisode (Wethington's contract
no idea that the entire Colorado
tional two years, even though the
was originally altered in early
River Valley was sick of the river UK president bitterly opposed the
May) has been an embarrassauthority. (A state senator polled
governor's higher education rement. More, the UK board's blun- his district and found that only
fonns. The board believed it
ders - by first discussing the
19 percent believed the river aucould meet secretly without the
contract extension in secret and
thority operated "in the public in- state's press, or the faculty, carthen by misjudging the furor its
terest.") The boardroom wasn't a
ing.
actions would create - were inplace for citizen control of a state
The LCRA board began to
comprehensible.
agency. It was really a mushroom work well when its members
How did a group of very
faml! Board members were kept
questioned boardroom reality, A
smart people, led by an ex-gover- in the dark and fed manure.
new crop of board members denor and corporate leaders, manThe board thought the probveloped their own sources of·in•
age to scramble this deal worse
lem was a· bad case of public rela- formation. They read reports aitthan a Boy Scout breakfast?
tions. The board hired a new PR
ically. Board members didn't see
For the better part of two
director and undertook a camtheir job as protecting the agency,
years, 1attended board meetings
paign to have the agency be
but making it respond to the
of a large public utility. During
known as LCRA rather than its
needs of Te.xas.
most of those meetings, I sat next more steely moniker: •Toe AuThe real world has reminded
to an anthropologist, Jane Anne
thority."
the UK board of its existence. It's
Morris. Some anthropologists live
The board never could under• about time.
with exotic bands of people. Mor- stand why everyone disliked the
ris studied Texas' Lower ColLCRA. If only the people could
orado River Authority. The ausee the. big bocks the staff gave
Bill Bishop's e-mail address is
thority was her tribe.
them or watch the staff presenta•
bbishop@herald-leader.com.

Bill Bishop

•
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The UK lesson
Public board members must take their jobs seriously

I

f a useful purpose is served by
the last two months of .strife at
the University of Kentucky, perhaps it's to remind board members
of their responsibilities.
After being beseeched by UK
faculty and sued by the state's
newspapers, the trustees earlier this
week reversed their ill-considered
and possibly illegal decision to extend President Charles Wethington's contract two years beyond his
long-expected retirement in 2001.
It was an expensive resolution
to a problem of the board's own
making. UK will be out a half-million dollars for Wethington's salary
as an assistant to the board and the
new president for two years after
he leaves the presidency, and that
doesn't include the richer benefits
in his new contract
The details of the secretmaneuverings that led to the unannounced
vote in May still are not fully
!mown. We think it's safe to say,
however, that a handful of trustees
hijacked an unsuspecting board.
The plotters, apparently moti-

vated by personal loyalties and political animosities, succeeded with
the help of board chairman and former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt. But they could not have
prevailed, even temporarily, if the
rest of the board hadn't gone along.
After the unexpected action, the
board tried to present a unified
front. But the appearance of unity
dissolved in the light (and heat) of
public scrutiny.
Board appointments - especially to the UK board - are often
viewed as perquisites of civic service or political loyalty. But service
on the board of a public institution
is a serious commitment that demands independent thought.
It may be more comfortable for
a board to keep its internal disputes
private. But when an important
matter is being decided, it's healthier for the institution to have an
open discussion that includes all
the affected parties, even if the discussion is painful.
H the UK fiasco teaches anything, it's that
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.· . Billy C"lark is an 'Appalachian trea~µre'
Thumbs up to Catlettsburg
native and author Billy C.
Clark for being the latest recipient of the Appalachian Treasure Award given in conjunction with the annual Appalachian Celebration at Morehead State University.
·
Clark's success as an author
of novels, short stories and poetry dates back more than four
clecades. Clark's "Song of the
River," written in 1957, won
the Friends of American Writers Award as one of the three
best book published in the
South and Southwest, and his
"A Long Row to Hoe" was selected as one df' Time Magazine's Best Books of 1960.

In the last seven ye~, the
Jesse Stuart Foundation has
re-issued seven of Clark'.s earliest books. Just as7flia1f dcine
for the writings of Jesse Stuart,
the foundation is assurii:ig' tl:iat
a new generation .of readers is
introduced to the works or·another talented author from this
region. The foundation also recently released a new·volume of
Clark's poetry, "To Leave My
Heart at Catlettsburg."
Billy C. Clark has used his
experiences of growing up in
the river town of Catlettsburg
to carve a niche for himself in
American literature. He is indeed an Appalachian treasure.
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U of L will begin dorm consti:uction
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
The University of Louisville
gave the green light yesterday
to the first stage of residencehall construction that officials
hope will enrich campus life at
what has long been predominantly a commuter school.
The entire · plan would add
more than 2,200 beds by 2006.
If all the housing is filled, the
proportion of U of L students
who live on campus will grow
to about 20 percent from the
current 9 percent.
Yesterday, the trustees' executive committee unanimously
agreed to a contract with a consortium that will build an apartment-style housing complex
containing 483 beds in what is
now a parking lot at the northwest comer of Fourth Street
and Cardinal Boulevard.
The new housing, which will
form a rectangle around a
courtyard, is to be finished in
August 2000.
The full trustees' board reviewed the proposal last week
but decided to have a subcommittee study it further and let
the executive committee have
the final word.
The subcommittee chairman,
Darryl Owens, said his group
found no points of concern in
the initial phase, which will

cost about $18.5 million.
U of L Provost Carol Garrison predicted that the housing construction
would improve the quality of student
life and increase U of L's ability to recruit students who want a more campus-centered college experience. Students who live on campus are also
likelier to stay in school and graduate
than those who live off-campus, she
said.
.
The new housing is also expected
to improve recruitment for Metropolitan College, a novel academic venture in which students attend one of
three state schools, including U of L,
and work part-time as package handlers on the night shift at United Parcel Service. Metropolitan College students will be given priority admission
to the new housing m fall 2000. ·
About 1,000 students enrolled last
year in the joint venture among UPS,
U of L, Jefferson Community College
and Jefferson Technical College.
About 95 percent of them were from
the Louisvtlle area, said Dan ASn,
Metropolitan College's executive director.
..
The question of housing availabili~ came up regularly in discussions
with prospective students from outside the Louisville area, said Ash,
who ·added he"d like enrollment to
grow to at least 1,300 by fall 2000.
"They wanted to make sure that
there was ample housing, that it was
good and that it was affordable," he
said.
-·
If U of L officials are satisfied with
the first phase of the housing, the
consortium - headed by Luckett &

Farley Architects, t:ngineers and
Construction Managers -will handle
the other phases as well.
Owens said his panel was assured
that the consortium's members had a
strong commitment to empl~ng
subcontractors owned by minonties
and women and to employing minority and female workers. But the Rev.
Louis Coleman, a civil-rights activist
who has often -criticized U of L over
those issues on other projects, said
yesterday tnat ne was disappointed
that the company that would do most
of the construction, Messer Construction of' Cincinnati, was not a Louisville company.
"Theyre the ones who put food on
people's tables," Coleman said. He
said he would meet today with representatives of U of L and Messer, "because we want to make sure that the
project will mirror the community" in
its contracting and employment practices.· . · ·
Monroe Barnes, president of MBJ
Consultants of Cincinnati, said his
minority-owned company bas worked
with Messer for a6out four years.
Messer will bring- his company in on
advance planning for work on a
sports stadium in Cincinnati - "and
that is something that minority firms
are not traditionally given," he said.
"I think that they do probably
more than other.construction companies have done" to help minontyowned businesses, Barnes said.
"They have been a: wonderful help,
and they've been fair."
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The poison of illiteracy
Education one antid0,te for poverty-stricken counties
.. , .. "!•\,~-, .

,

resident Clinton led a group of those of developing nations."
The historical sources of this edbusiness leaders to Eastern
ucational
wasteland can be endlessKentucky on a trade mission.
May we suggest the region needs an ly debated. Did the region's economic exploitation create the bankeducational Marshall Plan, as well.
rupt politics that starved the
Not to exaggerate, but nothing
short of the kind of massive effort schools and kept people ignorant?
Or did the traditional distrust of
that rebuilt Europe after World
learning and antipathy to schools
War II will repair the intellectual
devastation in most of Appalachian create the politics that made the re•
Kentucky and some rural places to gion so easy to exploit?
Whatever the reasons, the imthe west.
portant point is that the
Just look at the map
below. The darkest areas '·''"'"''"''"'.;,;'.•,M\-""'. regions econonuc, po1•1ti-'
are the counties where
cal and educational immore than 45 percent of 1,\l:>11,,•1,,.,,..
· . ,,_,.,
:-_ poverishment are
. ., ,;· wrapped around each
the working-age popula- h:f ·
tion have moderate to no ::;_,. ... ;,._, ~~ other in a complicated
literacy skills.
•"'; ~ .. ,. .... ,..?- knot. All three threads
These are adults who
i'l(~~ _ ~ust be part of any ~olufall into the two lowest
;· as-~J..;,,
,~~s•·•;;::.
tio~. Until Appalachian
literacy levels. They are , ,-, ?~"r.!!- .. ,_~_, ..·a,
,_,,:,.,... -· restdents are ·better edupavroUJorms. cated, the best they can
unable to find and use infonnation in documents . ;;";,~·'l!:!"!!1.f-,- ?Ope for is pov~rty-wage
F'J-orm uus -·· ·
Jobs - even with the
such as schedules and
payroll forms. They can't ,,#.{_~Mf'.-u~:,"i;•;• president's help.
perfonn the arithmetic to :-~"t•~""'"'Pww ml.-·? ·
School reform came
complete an order form·
,i;,. too late for the a~ults
or fill out a time sheet. In ,,,,•,lialimcei'J·,;· who already are m the
contrast, individuals at
fll.~\":f/~!~lfj,,, _ ~ork force ~d are passmg along failed educathe fifth and highest level ,.::~~"- . · -'.ii~:
of literacy are able to extional legacies to a new
generation of children.
tract and use complex infonnation
for many purposes, such as creat"Adult literacy is especially criting wealth.
ical for the Kentucky counties with
Kentucky's working-age adults, the most serious literacy problems,"
on average, are as literate as their
the task force said, because in those
counterparts nationally and in other counties, population is declining.
''Uplifting the quality of life and
Southern states.
But as a state task force on
economies of these areas must deadult education recently reported,
pend on improvements in adult litaverage figures "mask some of the eracy because there will not be
most seriously low levels of literacy enough young people graduating
and education attainment of any
from secondary education to replace
state in the nation. The differences the current work force."
within Kentucky are more severe
Investments in factories and
than any differences between Kenbusinesses in Appalachia won't retucky and other states. Large porlieve the region's distress-muess we
tions of the state have literacy levalso invest in the minds of the.~
pie who live therP
· ·:<,' ·
els that could only compare with
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Hatcher educator
honored with state award
By Awsoi,i MALEY
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MURRAY - Hatcher Elementary School teacher Cathy
Queen has been named one of
three recipients of Outstanding Kentucky Teacher Awards
by Murray State University.
The award is given to one
teacher each year in each of
three -cafugories: primary/elementary, middle school and
secondary/ high school.
Winners of the award
demonstrate excellence in
teachin~, contributions to
parental involvement m.puDlic learning and a commitment to their school's excellence.
"I · was thoroughly surprised that I had won," said
Queen. "I just love my job and
I try to do everything I can to
make learning a little different and fun for my kids."•
Hatcher Principal Patsy
Gilmore nominated Queen.
"Ms. Queen is among the
most creative and dedicated
teachers with whom I have
had the privilege to work,"
· Gilmore said.

"She ;ould've recommended
any teacher in our school,
they are all wonderful educators," Queen said.
, Queen, a 15-year veteran
at Hatcher, began teaching
there after she earned her
bachelor's degree from Eastern Kentucky University. She
later completed her master's
degree at Morehead State
University.
She currently teaches fifth
and sixth graders at Hatcher.
The honor is not the first
for Queen: She's been named
to "Who's Who Among Top
Edu~ators" and PTA Regional
Teacher of the Year".
She also helped Hatcher
win a federal Blue Ribbon
School Award earlier this
year and helped write a proposal that gained Hatcher an
Accelerated School Grant of
$25,000 this year. The grant
is meant to help provide students with enriching, innovative activities that make
learning easier, she said.
Queen is a member of the
Hatcher School Council and
serves on the social, curriculum, textbook and budget

committees there.
This is the fourth year that
Murray State has saluted outstanding teachers in Kentucky.
The award was the idea of
Murray State President Dr.
Kern Alexander: He wanted a
way to recognize the absolute
top teachers in the state each
year, said Dr. Jack Rose, dean
of education at Murray State.
Other winners this year
were Carol Behringer, f
teacher at Johnson Tradition•
al Middle School in Louisville
and Buel Dale Faughn, f
teacher at Caldwell Count)
High School in Princeton.
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Searc)i for president key to future of UK
By Holly E. Stepp
HERAIO!£ADER EDUCATION WRITER

When the University of Kentucky trustees last week ended
two months of controversy over
its president, they opened the door
to months of speculation.
The guessing began after
UK's trustees voted to rescind a
two-year contract extension for
. President Charles Wethington,
meaning that he will leave office
in 2001.
A search for a new president
could begin as early as late December or January. UK needs
someone who can start the job in
July 2001.
For some, the board's decision
brought out a palatable opffirusm;
for others, disillusioned by the
past two months' controversy, the
emotions are more subdued.
But many awee that the
process will represent a turning
point for·the state's largest and
flagship university.
"There is no more important
decision for a university board
than hiring a president," said Bob
Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic

Excellence.
,
"But in this case, this decision
could well. be the most important
in the hlsl'ory of UK."

A new president at UK will
enter a higher education world
that is - or at least is expected to
be - far different from the past
Gov. Paul Patton's 1997 higher
education reform act gave an the
state's universities a new mission:
End the turf squabbles and find
ways to gain national prominence.
For UK, the marching orders
were specific - as the flagship, become a top 20 public research university.
"The new president will be the
person that makes all the goals of
the reform act happen for UK,·
said Gary Cox, former executive director of the previous statewide
board, the Council on Higher Education.
A new president "will likely be
a person that isn't indoctrinated in
the old style of higher education,"
said Cox, who is now president of
the Association of Independent
Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
Wethington was a product of
the old system of higher education,
rising through the ranks from community college instructor to president. Most don't see a successor to
him waiting in the win!ZS at UK.
But some wonder if Wethington's very public battle with Patton
over the state's community colleges distracted UK from the real
mission.

Wethington and Patton since
then have piedged to work together. Meanwhile, other university
presidents seized the chance for
displays of the new cooperative
spirit.
The University of Louisville
was one of the first schools to sign
on to Patton's plan. President John
Shumaker willingly worked with
the area's community and technical colleges to come up with a creative training program to keep
United Parcel Service in Louisville.
And recently, when former
state budget director James Ramsey said he was returning to Kentucky to resume that job, he was
appointed a professor at U of L.
Eastern Kentucky University
President Bob Kustra marked a
different kind of relationship with
UK by naming Wethington the
school's Outstanding Alumnus this
year.
"You have a lot of university
presidents that are not interested
in the same sort of protectionism
and competition," said the Prichard
Committee's Sexton.
"U of L has made weat strides
and there are several examples of
president,:; thJi. a, c lui\111)~ lilt: ..
universities in different directions.'

(MORE)

UK: Search for next president :
Faculty llavt big wishes
Focus and· vision top UK faculty's criteria fer a new president
UK's University Senate Council, expecting Wethington to retire
in 2001, appointed a futures committee last fall to identify critical
-- .---- ~.
.
chara.cteristics wanted in the next
leader. .. _
- ·- For months, the committee
planhed a process for faculty, student and staff input into the anticipated search.
Committee members came up a
preliminary wish list: a president
with first-hand administrative experience at a top public university,
a stellar academic background and
the ability to raise money.
When the board abruptly voted May 4 to extend Wethininon's
contract for two years, committee
members were shocked.
1n .a meeting the next day, the
committee denounced the board's
actions and urged it to reconsider
its decision.
. 13ut for a couple of months, we
thought our work was for naught,"
5:"lid history professor George Hernng, futures committee chairman
With the board's reversal ~f
the contract extension last week.
the futures committee got an informal green light to go ahead.

.

The Board of Trustees chairman, who will be selected in August, is responsible for appointing
a search committee that will screen
candidates and make recommendations.
Herring said the futures committee will begin work in earnest
in the fall and will present a report
to the search committee. He said he
hopes the search will produce a
president that has the vision to
move UK to top 20 status.
"1 t all depends on how the
search goes," Herring said.

On the brink of greatness
Education observers say ·that
UK has long been poised to make a
leap into higher ranks of public
universities. They cite strong programs across the campus.
"It has been on the edge of the
ranks of major public universities
for the past 30 years," Sexton said.
"But never before have the conditions been right"
Now, Patton and legislators
have committed a great deal of
money to higher education - $100
million in matching money in the
last session of the General Assembly.

That is one of three things
needed for UK to make the move
to. national prominence, Sexton
~1d. The others are a board with a
highly defined vision and a president to implement it
. On the plus side, the campus is
m sound shape financially and
physically.. Wethington has. been
su~c~sful m fund raising and in
bwldmg key aspects of the Lexington campus, such as the William
T. Young Library.
Judith Lesnaw, a biological sciences professor who serves on the
future ~ommi~ee, is optimistic that
those p1ere; will fall into place.
"! never lost faith that the
b~ard would do the right thing"
with the contract, Lesnaw said.
She said she would like to see a
president who can build on the potential on campus.
. "There is such tremendous ex~1tement on campus," she said.
Everyone believes that we can be
better, that we can be great•

i'
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More are answering
call to be teachers
-·

-------

-

By Mary B.W. Tabor
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

After years of shying away from the field, a
growing number of college students, including those
from elite liberal arts colleges, now say they want to
be schoolteachers.
Just over 10 percent of all freshmen say they
want to teach in elementary or secondary schools, according to a new survey by the Cooperative Institu•
tional Research Program at the University of California at Los Angeles. The percentages, for 1998, the
latest year available, are the __..~,.,,,,.,.......
highest since the early 1970s :-Interest in
and near!~ twice _what they ,,:iiaching is
were at their low pomt, m 1982. ·'lei·· •·11.. nieiJ"
And students at some of the ,.• •'f'f/J~. ,
nation's top universities, such as · ·by ~-fs. .....
Harvard and Princeton, are also
·•search/or ..
showing a growing interest
.
Education and policy ex- . ·:;'' 1·-·•wanfl~'Jl.,•i
pert~ say th~se numbers reflect
a shift m attitudes about teach- r_V::i: . ;,;_-;";
· - from seemg
· 1t
· as a career .J\.'!~
~·wcrut
mg
..... •- _uw
._,..,.. :::---~.1·
pla~ed by l~w l)ay and low . '..:}/!:PiitJ.l:tf ~~"!
presage to seemg 1t as a C3:ef;r ~/jf,,!'_t-ri§~. 0,~1
that needs smart and altrmsttc ·-~·,chudrifn;. :'''.'1
people.
,_, ,~r-, . :,-..t/ii,-.1
Interest in teaching, the ex- ,;:;;1:,..\ '" .;J!U:s,;;
perts say, is being fueled by students' search for
meaningful work, concern about the plight of at-risk
children and a response to the national call for higher standards and teachers with degrees in academic
subjects, as well as in education.
"I'm seeing a significant shift toward education,
toward government and public policy and community action type work," said Maureen Tobin, director of
the career development center at Kenyon College, the
oldest private liberal arts college in Ohio, where
about 20 percent of the class of 1998 planned to become teachers.
Applications to many of the nation's top graduate schools of education - which can also include
programs in counseling, hwnan development or psychology - are on the rise. While
the number of students graduating from medical schools, law
schools and business schools has ,
dropped off or held steady in recent years, the number of students
earning degrees in education has
increased, according to the National Center for Education Statistics.
The number of bachelor's and
master's degrees in education rose
31 percent from 1986 to 1996 (the
last year available), compared
with 22 percent in other fields,
Recruiters at teacher-placement organizations say applicant
pools are steady or growing.
Teach for America, which demands only a two-year teaching
commitment and does not require
new teachers to be certified, says
it has recorded a strong increase
in applications in recent years, especially from schools such as Spelman Collel'!e, Cornell Universitv,

~:iii~o,nii1g/1Jl ..

·?~lcerit~•Y,~

-----

-

.

the University of Michigan, Stanford University and Princeton.
Last fall, Teach for America received applications from 3,025
people, up from 2,745 the year before.
"We've certainly noticed over
the past two years that there is an
increase in interest from college
students," said Wendy Kopp, president of Teach for America. "Part
of that can be attributed to the
fact that we have become more sophisticated in our recruiting efforts. But there is also a mood on
college campuses right now that is
conducive to people being interested in teaching. People are looking
for ways to assume a significant
challenge and to make a difference
right·out of college."
In response to the growing interest in improving the quality of
teachers, many top liberal arts colleges are setting up or revitalizing
teacher education programs,
which provide the necessary
coursework to get a teaching degree or certification.
At Princeton University, for
example, the number of students
enrolled in its teacher preparation
program has risen to 25 from five
since 1990. In the past 10 years,
the number of students in Colby
College's education and human devefopment program has doubled
to almost 100, said Mark Tappan.
who directs the program with his
wife, Lyn Mikel Brown.
And Bennington College's
teacher education program has
grown to 24 students from two
since its inception two years ago.
T.he program allows students to
obtain both a bachelor's degree in
liberal arts and a master's in education in five years.
Many liberal arts colleges do
not offer the necessary coursework and student teaching experience required by most states for
certification. As a result, many
graduate schools of education are
reporting growing numbers of applications from new college graduates with liberal arts degrees.
Harvard's Graduate School of
Education, for one, has reported a
34 percent increase in applications
since 1990, said Roland Hence, a
university spokesman. The num·
her of applications to the teach~r
education programs at Columbia
University's Teachers College has
risen to more than 830 this year
from 700 in 1994.

"We are getting alot of career
changers," said Barry M. Rosen. a
spokesman for Teal;hei:5 ·Coll~e.
"But there is also a nse tn applications from new college graduates
and the average GRE scores of the
applicants has been going up as
well."
Many career counselors and
college administrators say stu·
dents are responding, in part, to
the national call for new teachers.
The federal Department of Education has estimated that schools
will need to hire 22 million teachers over the next 10 years to meet
a wave of retirements, rising enrollments and demands for smaller class sizes.
It is precisely that call and the
desire to make a difference that
has drawn students like Sarah
Bertucci into teaching.
.
When she arrived at Princeton
in the fall of 1993, Bertucci figured
she would major in geology and
use her passion for nature and
numbers to make a name for herself doing scientific research, architecture or engineering.
"I saw myself in a non-traditional job for women," said Bertucci, who grew up in Rochester.
But the summer after her
freshman year, she got a job as a
teacher's assistant at an alternative high school in Colorado.
"I loved the relationships with
the students," she said. "I learned
so much from them. It hooked me
pretty fast The minute I got back
to college, I ran over to the teacher
education program and said, 'Sign
meup.'"

.

Now 23, she finished the last
of her student teaching requirements last November and is look•
ing for a job at._ a school near
Boston.
. :· .
_.
Still, despite indications of
growing interest in teaching, the
rea:Jities q(.\h~ iob £8;11 ,l;>e discour0

~ i l e t~ch~' salaries are
rising, .they.still lag behind those
/p -othe)diefds. According to the
American Federation of Teachers,
first-year teachers made an average of $25,735 in 1997-98. By contrast new engineers were making
abo~t $42,862 and those working
in business administration made
$34,831.

,

More college students ar~
answering the call to be teach~H,
By MARY Il,W·. TABOR
The New York Times
After years nf shying awav from
field. a growing numberof collc~e students. including those from
elite liberal arts colleges. now say
they want to be schoolteachers.
Just over IO percent of all freshmen say they want to teach in grade
schools. accordin1;1 to a survey by the
Cooperative Institutional Research
Program at the University of California at Los Angeles. The percentages
,,re the highest since the early 1970s.
Experts say the numbers reflect a
shift in ~ttitudes - ,.from seeing
teaching as a career plagued by low
pay and low prestige to seeing it as a

1he

career for smart and altruistic people.
They say interest is ,fueled by students' search for ineaning(ul work,
concern about at-risk children·and a
response to the national call for higher standards and teachers with dc-

~recs in academic subjects, as well as
in education.
APPLICATIONS to many top
~raduate schools of education which can also include programs in
counseling, human development or
psychology - are rising. While the
number or students graduating from
medical. law ami business scno01s
has fallen
or
.
. held. stea.dy,
. the number
.
.

carmng eaucauon oegrees nas increased. according to .\he Nationa'
Center (or Education Statistics.

Teacher-placement orgFinizatiom
say applications are steady or grow·
ing.
Wendy Kopp, president of Tea.ch
for America. which demands onlv a
two-year teaching commitment and
does not require certification, said,
··People are looking for ways to assume a significant challenge and to
make a difference right out of co(c
lege."
,,
Many top liberal arts· colleges are
setting up or revitalizing teacher education programs, which provide the
neccssary1coursework to get a teaching degree or certification.
BUT BECAUSE many colleges
do not offer the coursework, many
graduate schools of education report
growing numbers of apphcat1ons
from new liberal arts graduates.
Many career counselors and college administrators say students are
responding, in part, to the national
call fur new teachers.
It is that call and the desire to
make a difference that drew Sarah
Be1tucci. When she arrived at Princeton in l!l!J3, she figured she would
major in geology and use her passion
for nature and numbers in scientific

research. architecture or engineenng.
But the summer after her freshman
vcar. she got a job as a teacher's as-sistant at an alternative high school
in Colorado.
.
··1 loved the relationships with the
students.'' she said ... I learned so
much from them. It hooked me pretty
fast:·
·
.
Now 23. she is looking for a Job at
a school near Boston.
. . ·. •·
Still. the realities of the job can be
discouraging. especially in urban
schools. which find it hard tq__com:
pete with suburban ones for new
teachers.
(,"\ .
Michael Casserly, of the cb~!~f
the Great City Schools, a coalitl~·of
urban school systems. said, tligjifil.y
schools can expect half- of their new
teachers to quit within five,ye.m;-l!flcause of stress, long hours and w1irking conditions.
. ·
And while salaries are rising~ tbey
still lag behind those in other·fiell\s.
According to the American Federation of Teachers, first-ye1111 teacllers
made an average of $25.735 in·-.l!lll~98. By contrast, new enginew;s ~Ill'
about S42,862 and those in•bul!ill_ll!•
administration made $34,831.. ,s .,,.
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Group says state mu~t improve
.
reading skills
Bv LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
Kentucky schools must dra•
matically improve students'
reading skills if the state is to
ever catch up with the rest of
the nation, according to the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence.
The committee announced
yesterday that it will focus on
the issue in the months ahead
and it said that no school-re:
form program can succeed if
the students can't read.
Leaders of the Prichard Committ~e. a statewide citizens
group, said at the group's annual meeting in Glasgow yesterday that they are focusing on
reading skills as the key to
achievement. The did this after
examining national research
analyzing state test scores and ·
reading the findings of a task
force on adult education.
"We need a full-scale, fullforce attack on this reading
problem,'.' the committee's executive director, Robert Sexton,
?aid m ~n interview. "Reading
\OStructmn for kids with readmg problems _isn't being done
very well. Rises m reading
scores can lead to rises in other
subjects, but it is certain that
poor reading scores are a guar~ntee that scores in other subjects can't be high."
Sexton said that the state's
"atrocious" middle school
scores may be a result of students' leaving elementary
school without the reading
skills to grasp harder materiaf.

The group estimated that half of the
state's fourth-graders are inadequate
readers.
The state's 1998 test scores indicate _that although reading scores are
moving up, only 33 percent of elementary students scored proficient or
better on the state's reading tests. In
middle schools, only 15 percent of
students were deemed proficient or
better. The state's goal is for the
average student in all schools to be
proficient. In high schools, about 28
percent of the I Ith-graders tested
were at least proficient in reading.
Sexton said the state is not doing
enough to help students get basic
reading skills before they leave the
fourth grade.
The Prichard Committee faulted:
■ Colleges of education, for failing
to prepare teachers to deal with students with reading problems.
■ Schools, for neglecting to monitor students' reading progress in·the
early grades.
.
■ And families, for letting children
spend too much time watching televis10n and not enough reading.
A background paper prepared for
the _committee's meeting notes that in
nat10nal surveys, only four other
states rank above Kentucky in the
amou~t of tim~ fourth-graders spend
watching telev1s10n. Meanwhile, only
four ot~er _st~tes - Arkansas, Louisiana, M1ss1ss1ppi and Tennessee _
had fewer family visits to libraries
than Kentucky.
·
The Prichard Committee said those
fa~tors, combined with the high adult
illiteracy rate, mean that schools, colleges, the state Education Depart-

ment and politici11111s)loulddlllg~·;,uy
work on the reading cfeflciencies.
.
Sen. Jack Westwood, a Republican
from Erlanger; welcomed the call for
more attention •o reading. He sponsored ~ bill last year that created a
$3 m1lhon-a-year early literacy fund
to help schools try new teaching
stt:ategies with young students. He
s_a1d that Senate Republicans-would
hk,~ to up the ante next year. ·
ln the research we looked at, I
was amazed that some people predict
th_e numb~r of prison beds a state
will need in the future based on the
~umber for .fourth-graders not read~~g at grade level," Westwood said.
We certainly have a literacy problem, and the reading program could
use a lot more money.''
. ·f
!he Prichard Comrqittee said that
middle schools and high schools
need .to look at how.they teach reading. Elementary schools, meanwhile
must move students from "learn. '
to read''. to "reading to learn " tmhge
panel said.
· ·
•
Se!'ton said reading scores show
that m many districts, most children
are_ nowhere near where they need to
be in readmg skill.
t Jhe gr_oup's meeting will continue
ay with a presentation by Kati
T ayco_ck, director of the Education
rust m Washington, on her grou 's
recent report, which ·found that ihe
sta?dard1zed test used to rate teachers skills m Kentucky and oth
states often doe_s not require knowr
edge beyond a high school level.
Last summer the Prichard Committee created a task force to study the
state•s _teacher-training syst~m
Changes in teacher preparation ar~
~xpected to be a chief issue in the
eneral Assembly next year.
.

J
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Ky. panel addresses
reading probl~111s
Prichard Committee chief urges return to basics
By Linda B. Blackford
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WATTER

GLASGOW - For 20 years, the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence has pondered and
pushed sophisticated education issues like "equitable school funding" and "performance-based" testing.
But now director Robert Sexton wants the influential volunteer committee to get back to the most
basic of basics - reading.
"A huge portion of kids are too far behind," he
said at the committee's annual meeting at Barren
River State Park yesterday. The Prichard Committee
is an independent citizens' advocacy group to improve Kentucky schools.
"We're missing these kids because we're not
teaching them to read," Sexton said. "Despite improvement, we've got a reading problem in Kentucky."

Sexton estimates that 50 percent of Kentucky's
fourth-graders do not have the reading skills needed
to succeed at middle school, although no formal
analysis on those numbers has been done.
He based that number on 1998 reading data: Only
33 percent of fourth-graders scored in the two highest
levels of the statewide test, while 63 percent scored at
the third or "apprentice" level. Although it's not clear
whether the apprentice level is good enough for middle school success, only 17 percent of middle school
students scored in the top two levels in reading.
"It's not any surprise that our middle school
scores are low, and it's very unlikely they will improve if we don't improve reading in the early
grades."
Sexton said the effects of poor reading skills are
·ampant all over Kentucky. Children who can't read
are more likely to drop out, and
Kentucky's high school dropout
rate has increased. according to
the Kids Count report from 1999.
About 1 million Kentuckians, or
40 percent, are functionally illiterate.

According to national education statistics, Kentucky children
watch more television, read less
for fun and visit libraries less often than children in other states;
research shows that test scores
go up for every hour a child
reads each week.
Sexton said he was alerted to
the problem by Prichard Committee member Lois Combs Weinberg, who noticed poor reading
skills around Eastern Kentucky.
But "it's not just a problem in
Eastern Kentucky," said Lexington Mayor Pam Miller, a committee member. "We should be very
enthusiastic about moving forward on this front."
Sexton said his call to go
back to basics doesn't mean the
answers will be simple.
But he noted that two of the
top three schools for reading in
Kentucky have a high-poverty
student population, which proves
that all children can learn to read
well.
Among early recommendations, Sexton said that reading
should become a priority in the
early grades, instead of teachers
and parents assuming that kids.
will pick it up as they go along.
Teachers should get the training
they need to use different methods to teach reading and learn to
assess the reading progress of
their students. In addition,
schools need to continue to tell
parents about the importance of
reading to and with their children.

Reaction from the roughly
100 people who attended yesterday's meeting was•positive, despite the array of issues in:which
the Prichard Committee is already involved.
·
Education
Commissioner
Wilmer Cody said progress clearly has been made in reading, but
"the value of this shows that we
need to ratchet this up arid make
it stronger."
.... ·
Prichard memoer )iiAnn Jolihson said she noticed some problems with her: ila~sJea,i;na'
skillsthathad'slippeo' ·· ., ~
"I wisli'~"lronr,
s
years ago" sM'&id:<I ;,£• t;r, 1
Sexto~ said
coriiiiiittl!e
will continue its work on teacher
preparation, early childhood development, and its reporf on 10
years of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
· "·,.
·
In addition, tlie Prichard
Committee's Institute for-Parent
Leadership is hoping to spur
more action on reading and other
subjects by arming parents with
breakdowns of a school's test
scores, such as how poor or minority students are performing...
"We think it will lead to some
interesting discussions," said Bev
Raimondo, the institute's director.

the
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iood marks don't assure making the grade
By Holly E. Stepp
and Linda B. Blackford
HERAl.DLEAOER EDUCATION 'NRITERS

Nearly 80 percent of Kentucky's 1999 high school graduates
earned a B average or better in during their last year of school. Almost
20 percent of them can show off
straight A's.
But those strong marks might
not translate into high scores on
college entrance exams or diminish
the need for remedial work once
they get into college.
Two state reports released recently show an apparent mismatch
between students' grades, entrance
exam scores and college work.
That has some educators wondering what's going on.
The first statewide report on
hfoh c:-rhnnl c:1>ninrc:' (Jr,l(ipc: c:l-,nw,;:

above average, 2.5 or a C-plus.
But the same report showed
that fewer than half of those same
students scored above the national
average of 21 on the ACT exam. A
perfect score is 36, and only three
percent of 1999 seniors scored
above 30.
The report was produced by
the Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority and presented to legislators as an update on
the new state merit scholarships.
Education experts say grades
become subjective because common standards of achievement are
lacking.
- - The bottom line with differt ences between scores and grades is
' that "expectations for students are
not being set high enough," said

Bob Sexton, executive director of
the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence.
Sexton said that teachers' low
expectations about student's abilities often influence the grades they
give. A teacher who thinks a student is doing his best may give an
A to only C work.
"And it's happening all across
the nation, not just Kentucky," Sexton said. "It's a real disservice to
students."
Some legislators, when they
were presented with the report on
high school grades, were dismayed
by the high marks.
"We want to reward kids for
academic achievement, but this ei-

(MORE)

ther means that high schools are
not doing what we need to do for
students. or colleges' courses are
too difficult." said state Rep. Char•
lie Walton. a Republican from Florence.
Sexton and others also specu•
!ates that sucb high grades may set
up students for failure.
The annual high school feedback report. released by the Ccuncil
on Postsecondary Education last
month, found that 42 percent of
1997 high school graduates attending Kentucky universities required
a remedial math class.
However, most of the students
reported high school m_ath gradepoint averages of B or higher.
Kellev Hayden. a spokeswoman
for Iowa· City-based ACT, said the
trend is the same nationally. The
scores have gone up a tenth of a
point about every year, but the
number of students with 3.5 GPAs
"has been going up much more
quickly," Hayden said.
"The increase in scores does
not matcb the increase in grades,"
she said.
The trend holds for other col-

lege entrance exams. such as the
SAT. Gretchen Rigel. a vice president for The Ccllege Board. which
administers the SAT, found that 38
percent of students who took the
test in 1998 had an A average,
compared with 'Zi percent in 1987.
Educators are quick to point
out that grades and tests often are
designed to measure different
things.
"Grades reflect lots of things content mastery is one thing, as
well as showing up, doing assignments, behaving, class citizenship,"
said Rigel. "Grades by definition
should be more than mastering
subject."
Jon Akers, former principal of
Paul Laurence Dunbar High Scbool
in Lexington, said that although
test scores are a significant indicator of students' performance in college they should not be the sole
predictor.
"What ACT and SAT scores
can't show is motivational levels,"
he said. ''You have lots of kids who
do marginally well on the ACT, but
have high GPAs because they are
over-achievers."
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Target: Remedial learning remedy
Too many students not ready for college
By Holly E. Stepp·
and Linda B. Blackford
HERALDl£ADER EDUCATION Y-JRITERS

Roger Guffey has seen both
sides of preparing students for
college.
As a math teacher at
Lafayette High School, he sees the
students who earn top grades in
his classes and seem to understand the material.
But when he sees them again,
as a part-time instructor at Lexington Community College, it's a
different story.
"We see them all the time,
kids that have good grades- in
high scl).ool that wash out here at
LCC," Guffey said.
"People mistake grades for
learning. They think because you
get A's and B's in high schools,
you learn something, and you
don't."
Guffey describes a scenario
that plays out every spring and
fall for thousands of Kentucky
high school graduates, who seem
to be well-prepared but who require booster courses in math,
reading and writing before they
can begin college-level work.
This week a group of educators from all levels of schools and
colleges will begin frying to
bridge the well-documented gap
between what colleges expect students to know and what their
high schools teach them.
The group, known as the P-16
Council, will meet Tuesday to discuss how to ease the transition
from K-12 schools to colleges and

universities. A large part of the
task will be making sure that
schools know what colleges want
from their incoming freshmen.
According to a report last
month, that isn't happening yet.
The state's Ccuncil on Postsecondary Education reported
that 42 percent of the freshmen
who entered public universities in
1997 needed remedial math, an increase from 36 percent the year
before. That's an all-time high
since the council began producing
the reports in 1992.
Far fewer freshmen needed remedial classes in English in 1997,
about 18 percent - up two percentage points from 1996.
The council has few theories
on the results, which are sent to
each high school in the state. But
one thing, educators say, is clear:
More must be done to make sure
that colleges and high schools are
talking about student readiness.
"Teachers· want to prepare
kids for colleges, but they don't
know what's expected," Patrick
Kelly, the council's assistant director of policy studies. "That's the
biggest problem."
Many different standards
Remedial education, by most
definitions, is the work required
before students can begin entrylevel college work.
But the problem is that the
colleges haven't uniformly determined what is entry-level college
work in Kentucky or elsewhere,
says Southern education expert
Joseph Creech.

"It varies so mucb from college to college; one college's entrylevel math course may be calculus
and at another college, it may be
pre-calculus," said Creech of the
Southern Regional Education
Board. The SREB monitors education trends in 14 Southern states.
In Kentucky, placement in remedial education is determined
largely by students' scores on
each subject portion of the ACT
exam.
The scores needed to bypass
remedial courses range from 16 to
22 at state universities.
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead
State, and Northern Kentucky universities and the University of
Kentucky all require a score of 18
to bypass remedial math. But
Western Kentucky requires a 22.
The community colleges use
different tests to determine a student's status, but remedial courses
are not required. Students can instead take the entry-level class.
Regardless of the standard
used, university officials say their
remedial classes are usually full.
"The o_eed. is clearly there,"
said Debliie Ross, coordinator of
Morehead Siate:s· -cc provisional
studies· program.·'· ·
Morehead offers about 20 sec- ·
tions of its math remedial courses
in the fall and slightly fewer in
the spring. It offers few remedial
courses in writing and reading.
There is little information on
the costs of remedial education on
the colleges. A 1997 report from

(MORE)

the Council on Postsecondary Ed·
But some say simply earning
ucation found that Kentucky re- the credits - and good grades medial classes are taught by part- doesn't guarantee success.
and full-time teachers as well as
Paul Blankenship, chairman of
graduate teachLCC's
math department, is one.
ing assistants
who pften teach
"l've seen more students than
Remedial Education: · ·''
other entry-level , I can mention who've gotten A's
courses.
and B's in algebra I and algebra II
College standards
vary
:
·, .
The report , in high school, and had to take dealso found that velopmental math in college students who , and can't pass it," he said.
take remedial
"We expect this to be review
classes often do material and it's not," he said.
better in entryStatistics from across the relevel
classes gion show that Guffey's and
~ . those_ who Blankenship's experiences aren't
didn_ t reqwre re- unique to Kentucky.
medial classes.
Kentucky
"We see in very many of our
students plan- st3:tes kids who take all the rening to attend quired college prep courses, who
college have a still _have to tak,: a_t least one r:·
laundry list of I medial course, said SREB s
courses to com- I Creech.
plete, known as
But if the classes aren't coverthe pre-college ing the needed material, Creech
curriculum.
said, simply taking them won't
It requires matter.
four years of
"It is the intensity and the
English,
and quality of the class and making
three yea~s of sure that students are actually
math, _science, · demonstrating that they learned
'.'nd social stud- the material," Creech said.
,es. It also
strongly recomGuffey, the math teacher,
mends at least agrees.
two years of a
"If they can't place into a basic
foreign
lan-1 algebra class, how do they have
guage.
enough math credits to graduate
. from high school?" he said.
1'

Other solutions debated
Ideas abound on ways to decrease the number of college students needing remedial work.
The state Council on Postsecondary Education is in the final
stages of developing a new set of
minimum admission standards for
the colleges.
At the same time, the Ken•
tucky Department of Education is
working on a system that would
give credit for high school courses
only if a student shows he or she
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Two area CPAs were
named officers of the Eastern
Kentucky Chapter of the Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants at the annual meeting June 7 in Lexington.
Sharon Walters of Morehead State University was
elected treasurer and Lori F.
Dearfield of Kelly, Galloway
& Co. of Ashland was elected
secretary.
Walters also was named a
director of the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants.
·

knows the key concepts.
Others say they would like to
see a closer link between colleges
and high schools.
Blankenship said he would
like to emulate a program at
Northern Kentucky University.
The college goes to high schools
and gives placement tests to 11thgrade students, so they can see
where they stand and have time
to fix it
The P-16 council also plans to
look at states such as Gecrgia,
Oregon and Maryland that begin
college prep work in the middle
schools.
,,.; ,?'.:
Starting in 2002, Kentucky
students will have to take algebra
and geometry to graduate from
high schooL But if they take algebra in eighth grade, as many do,
then they still only get three years
of math in high schooL
Morehead's Ross noted that
many high school students forget
their earlier math if they don't
take a math course as seniors.
Sheila Vice, a 'former math
teacher who now works for the
Kentucky Department of Education, said the new graduation requirements might not do enough
to address the problem.
"I would like to see four years
of math required, but that entails
more money, teachers, classrooms
and materials, so it's not as simple
as it sounds," she said.
Education
Commissioner
Wilmer Cody sees ii second part
to that proposal. In addition tc
high schools' making students
take more advanced classes, colleges should demand them.
Raising the admissions re
quirements to state colleges anc
universities would help student,
see the value of harder classes
Cody contends.
"The universities are not set
ting the expectations for admis
sions high enough,• Cody said.
"I think students respond tc
raised expectations."
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A compromise
With controversy behind it, UK trustees
can concentrate on search for president
Now that \t is united conand is a superb fund-raiser.
cerning the ftiture of President
In fact, those two qualities
Charles Wethington, the Uniare a. key part of the comproversity of Kentucky Board of mise that brought an end to the
Trustees can focus on more im- . two-month controversy over
portant matters: Continuing
Wethington's future. This
the university's efforts to beneedless controversy began
come one of the nation's top 20
May 4 when the UK trustees
research institutions by 2020
surprised everyone by approvand finding a new president
ing. a two-year contract extenwho can lead the school toward
sion for the president. That acthat lofty goal.
tion came without discussion or
The new president - who
a roll-call vote following a
will assume leadership of the
closed-door meeting of the
state's flagship university
board.
An
extension of
when Wethington steps down
Wethington's contract was not
on June 30, 2Q01-should poseven on the agenda for the
sess the outstanding academic
meeting, and in approving it,
credentials and experience
the trustees ignored a UK polineeded to attract leading faculcy requiring administrators to
ty members to the University of retire at 65.
Kentucky and send the right
The trustees revisited the ismessage that the school is
sue at its June meeting, but a
putting a strong emphasis on
motion to rescind the May 4 acquality research and outstand: tion died by a 10-10 vote. Howing academics. Current UK facever, with the governor likely
ulty members have criticized
to replace two !)f Wethington's
Wethington for lacking the
supporters on the board, the
proper academic credentials.
president's future remained
Wethington came up through
uncertain
and the controversy
UK's community college system
continued to brew.
and has spent his entire acadeThat led to the compromise.
mic career at UK.
Wethington
will step down as
At the same time, the next
president on June 30, 2001, but
president also should possess
he
will continue to serve the
the fund-raising and political
board
and new president in deskills that has made Wethington so popular with many UK velopment and fund-raising
through June 30, 2003. Signifitrustees and jilumni and with
cantly, he ·will continue at the
key members~of the Kentucky
same salary until that date.
General Assembly. Let's face it:
The compromise · strikes us
Being a high-profile president
as
the best way out of controof a tax-supported •university is
versy that should have never
a political job. Impeccable acadbeen. Wethington could be
emic credentials will be of little
named
president emeritus and
value if the president is ineffeccontinue to use his skills to the
tive in communicating the
benefit of the university. At the
school's needs to the state's
same time, the university will
leading politicians and in rallying the financial support of be able to attract a new president who has the academic crealumni and other benefactors.
Despite being at odds with Gov.
dentials that Wethington lacks.
Paul Patton over higher educaThis issue was mishandled
tion reform, Wethington is
from the start, but it is time to
well-liked by \many legislators
move on to other matters .

a

.
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Campbellsville University names
Tennessean as new president
By Holly E. Stepp
A veteran Tennessee educator has
become the 10th president of Camp·
bellsville Universitv.
The Campbelisville University
Board of Trustees voted yesterday to
name Michael V. Carter president of
the 1,200-student college in Taylor
County.
Carter has been provost and vice
president of academic affairs at Carson-Ne,".ffian College in Jefferson City,
Tenn .. smce 1989.

"Michael Carter has the commitment and drive to take our institution
to the next level." said Noe at a news
conference yesterday afternoon.
Carter. 44, is a native of Huntington, W.Va., and holds a doctorate
from Ohio State University and master's and bachelor's degrees from Marshall University.
At Carson,Newman, he was in
charge of the 2,200-student college's
academic programs. He also served as
associate dean and chair of the Department of Sociology and chair of the

Carter replaces President Kenneth
Winters, who announced last fall he
would retire after 11 years at the
helm. Carter will begin work next
month.
Campbellsville board Chairman
Larry Noe said the trustees were impressed with Carter"s commitment to
Christian higher education and his
love for students. Campbellsville is affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention; Carson-Newman is affiliated_with the Tennessee Baptist Convenaon.

Department of Sociology and Human
Services.
Carter has also served as director
of Christian ministries and lecturer in
sociology at Judson College in Elgin,
lll., and was chair of the department
of sociology and anthropology at
Warner Southern College in Lake
Wales, Fla. He has also served as pastor at Baptist churches in Ohio and
West Virginia.
Carter and his wife, Debra Ann,
have three children: Eric, 23; Alicia.
17; and Wesley, 9:

HERALD-lEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

Michael Carter replaces
retiring Kenneth Winters.
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Ruling reversed in firing at school
By Charles Wolfe
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT - A ruling
that a Western Kentucky University employee was fired for defending his religious beliefs was
overturned by the state Court of
Appeals yesterday.
The Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights decided, and a
Warren Circuit Court judge later
agreed, that Alfred Cook lost his
job as a maintenance plumber for
refusing to work on Sunday, his
Sabbath.
In fact, Cook left his job with•
out giving administrators a
chance to accommodate him, a
three-judge appellate panel said.
Cook, a minister of the United
Baptist Church. began working at
the university in 1989. He was
never asked to work Sunday until
1993, when the plumbing and air
conditioning shops were put on a
rotating night and weekend
schedule because of budget cuts,
the appellate opinion said. I

Cook, unable to get a co-worker to trade dates, failed to show
for his first scheduled Sunday Oct. 311 1993. The next day, two
supervisors told him he was being fir~. But James Ramsey, who
a! the lll!1e was the university's
vice president for finance administration, set up a meeting in
which Cook was told he was not
being fired. Ramsey said he
would seek a compromise before
Cook's next scheduled work Sunday, six weeks later. Cook apparently became frustrated and left
the meeting.
Writing for the court, Judge
John A. Gardner of Paintsville
said Cook may have thought he
was already fired But the record
shows "he clearly had his job at
th_e time that he left the meeting
with Ramsey and his superiors,"
Gardner wrote.
"We conclude that the commission erred by finding that
Cook lost his job as a result of exercising his religious beliefs " the
opinion said.
'
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Teens learn and earn for life
MOREHEADT ausha
Kibbey never set foot on a college campus before
June.

Now the 14-vear-old from Lloyd, who will be a freshman
this fall at Greenup County High school, is spending SU:
weeks at "Morehead State University,
· • '' ·
One of 28 enrolled in the Morehead Occupatjqnal -academic Retreat, she's getting-a taste of college life and.BGIIle
work experience, too.
• ,.. · ·:"; .·--:
She lives in a dormitory at MSU, attends classea in the
morning, works all afternoon and studies after that.·She
eats with the other kids in dininK halls, and occasiotially
local restaurants, and goes with them to movies and.to
play sports.
··
·
-, """ .. :'
·rm getting to see what college is going to be like. S\aying in the dorm is the most exciting thing,'. Kibbey said.
In its 11th year at MSU, the retreat is designed for students considered at risk of dropping out, said coordinator
Charlie Jones.
.
Most of the students are 14 or 15 and hav& Jliiiah&d
eighth grade. They are recruit&d through schocil'cpunselors
and must be eligible for free or reduced lunch at school to
qualify, he said. Students come from 10 countie&- Boyd,
Greenttp;·tewis, RoWan, Mason, Bracken, Robertsoi1~ Bath,
Montgomery and Fleming.
· ·. ·
Their sch&dule at MSU ~ s them busy with dllS8
study, work and recreation. The rigorous routine-w~ off
homesickness. Jones said.
., .
.. Some parents think maybe it's too busy," Jones 11aid.
The schedule. combined with a low ratio of students to
adult staff, keeps the students out of mischief, he said.
After rising early, the students attend English, math·
and reading classes. In the afternoon, they fan out over the
campus to their jobs in various college departments. In addition to evening activities. there are weekend field trips.
The students get three overnight weekend visits home
as well.
The retreat is funded through the federal Job Training
Partnership Act. Studenta earn one elective high school
credit and about $540 in their jobs.
The classwork is demanding, Kibbey said, and so is her
job. It's not the work itself - she works in the campus post
office, sorting, metering and stamping mail - but the self•
discipline required. "I'm having to learn to be on time for
everything," she said.
Other students agree. Stephanie Doherty, 14. of South
Shore. also a rising GCHS freshman. mostly runs errands
and makes copies in her post at the front desk of the Adron
Doran University Center. The difference between that and.
her previous work experience babysitting is here she has a
boss .
.. It's not hard work. but l'm not used to people telling me
exactly what to do," she said.
The program is designed to motivate the students to con•
tinue their education, Jones said. A study two years ago
showed 93 percent of participants stayed in school, he said.
David Chandler, 16. of Flatwoods. never thought much
about college before entering the program. He failed eighth
grade but will be able to go on to ninth after he successfully completes the retreat.
Now he's considering a college career, he said. Though
he's finding both the schoolwork and his print shop job
tough. he sees the advantage of both educational and work
credentials ... It's a lot easier to get a good job with a reference." he said.
Classes are led by six teacher-counselors. College students. most of them majoring in education. ··are the backbone of the program," said Wilma Tate. assistant director.
"'l'he TCs are great. They helped me feel better about
myself." :,;aid Amanda Wilkerson. 15, of rural Greenup
(:ount\.'.
·lhCy·re more like companions than teachers," Chandler
said.
Teacher-counselors serve as role models, said Charles
Stamper. an MSU junior tram Breathitt County. '"'Ve influence them by the way we act," he said."' We show them
what the future can bring to them. n
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State's year ends without_
large surplus
Revenues
nearly match
projections
By TOM LOFTUS
The Courier.Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - For the
first time in five years, state
government has ended a fiscal
year without a big surplus.
According to figures released
yesterday by the Finance Cabinet, the state received almost
exactly the amount of tax revenue as was officially anticipated in the budget for the fiscal
year that ended June 30, leaving a surplus of about $16 million.
But with such a small surplus
Oast year's was $366 million),
Kentucky will not be able to
provide full funding for programs to buy more computers
for schools and for state government. Those programs are
to get most of the money from
any surplus this year.
"It's pretty clear we will not
be able to fully fund those programs," said Rep. Harry Moberly, chairman of the House
budget committee. "But we
gave those programs money
from last year's surplus. So this
is no cause for alarm, but it's
no cause for celebration ei-

ther.11
The General Fund took in
just under $6.2 billion for the
1998-99 fiscal year, according
to the Finance Cabinet report.
That represented a growth in
revenue of only 3.1 percent
from 1997-98 - the lowest
• growth in five years. And the
total was $19 million short of
official budget projections.
The budget included $35 million in unspent money, meaning the fund will end with at
least a $16 million surplus. Still
to be counted is unspent money
that state agencies will return
to the General Fund, which
means the actual surplus will
not be known until next month.

Surpluses have been at least
S220 million for each of the
past five years.
Yesterday's report showed
that the the two main sources
of revenue to, the General Fund
- the sales tax and the income
tax - did fairly well in 1998-99.
Income-tax revenues grew by
4.7 percent. and sales-tax proceeds grew by 5.3 percent over
the previous year.
But other smaller revenue
sources did poorly: corporation
income-tax revenue shrank 6.5
percent. and revenue from the
coal-severance tax decreased
by 5.7 percent.
.
And the Kentucky Lottery
produced onlr. a slight increase
- $153.8 million, compared
with $153 million in 1997-98.

"The corporation income tax
has always been hard to figure.
I think it's something our subcommittee on tax reform needs
to take a look at," Moberly
said.
Larry Lynch, a Lexington
economist who is among the
economists and analysts who
make official revenue projections for the budget, said the
slight growth in 1998-99 is no
cause for alarm. ''We still grew
at 3.1 percent, which is not bad

compared to inflation."

A series of tax cuts passed
since 1995, but phased in over a
period of years in most cases,
took a bigger bite of revenue
last year and is one reason for
the declining revenue growth,
Lynch said. "Another reason
might be that the labor supply
is getting tight,'' which can hmit growth m income-tax revenues, he said.
Under normal circumstances,
the situation would have no immediate impact. But the budget
approved in April 1998 by the
General Assembly included a
$450 million plan to spend any
surpluses on hand after the
1997-98 and 1998-99 fiscal years
on five purposes: endowed
chairs at state universities, specific public construction proj-

eels across the state. computers for
schools. technology for state government. and the state's so-called rainyday fund that is a cushion against future budget crises.
Last year's surplus gave full funding to the endowed chairs and the
construction projects but only partly
funded the other three items. The
surplus plan calls for another
$37 million to be spent on state computers, $35 million for state government technology and $12 million for
the rainy-day fund.
Officials at the Education Department said they had not been advised
of the budget forecast and had expected that the amount that might be
available for technolo·gy and classroom computers could fluctuate from
the 1998 expectations.
"These are just projections." said
Lisa Gross, a spokeswoman for the
agency. "We'll wait and see what
happens with the final numbers."
The state's Road Fund had a better
revenue year than expected. Revenues to ii last year were just over
$1 billion - a 4.4 percent increase
over the prior year and $27 .3 million
more than was anticipntea.
This surplus was driven largely by
an 8 percent growth in revenue from
t~e gasoline tax - the major source
ot money to the Road Fund.
Gov. Paul Patton has said that
Kentuckr's gas tax (16.4 cents per
gallon) 1s lower than surrounding
states' and inadequate to meet future
highway-construction n•eds.
But Moberly said. the growth of
gas-tax revenue in 1998-99 will maKc
it more difficult for some legislators
lo consider voting for any increase in
the tax in the 2000 session.

.
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Morehead transfer Brown decides
to -attend Louisville
By TIM WHITMIRE

AP

SPORTS WRITER

LEXINGTON
Erik
Brown, who led the nation's
Division I freshmen in scoring
at Morehead State before
abruptly transferring in May,
said Friday he intends to
make Louisville the next stop
in his college basketball career.

Though Louisville has no
scholarships available for the
1999-2000 academic year,
Brown said he will enroll this
fall and has been promised a
scholarship for 2000-01; when
he will next be eligible to play.
"There's stability there, I
get a chance to play for a Hall
of Fame coach," the 6-foot-5
forward said. "They've got
three wing players graduating this year - Nate Johnson,
Tony Williams and Kevin
Smiley - so I see after this
year there'll be a chance for
me to step right in and a spot
will he wide open for me, and
that wasn't an opportunity I
could pass up."
Brown's departure from
Morehead - after he had
signed papers renewing his
scholarship, enrolled in summer school and gone home to
Lexington during a school
break - outraged Eagles
coach Kyle Macy. Backed by
the school's athletic department, Macy initially refused
to release Brown from his
scholarship, saying he believed a larger school had
tampered with the player.
Brown hired Lexington
lawyer Shirley Allen Cunningham Jr., who threatened
legal action. After a review of
the case by Morehead president Ronald Eaglin, the
school released Brown from

his scholarship last month,
though Eaglin said he was
convinced that someone had
tampered with Brown.
Brown said Friday that he
was unhappy throughout his
freshman year.
"I just felt out of place up
there," he said. "I was depressed about hating it up
there. At the end of the year, I
just wasn't feeling it up
there."
"It was nothing against
coach Macy," he said of the
timing of his decision. "I was
kind of going back and forth.
... I just decided to wait until
the summer."
·
Morehead has asked the
NCM to investigate Brown's
departure, but the player said
he has not yet been interviewed about the transfer.
"I know I wasn't contacted
by anybody". about leaving
Morehead, Brown said.
. Louisville
basketball
spokesman Kenny Klein declined to comment on Brown's
announcement,
saying
Brown had not yet signed a
scholarship
agreement
with the school.
Morehead's decision to
release Brown from his
scholarship cleared the
way for him to have contact
with other programs and
accept a scholarship for the
1999-2000 academic year,
though it now appears he
will not be on scholarship
when playing for the Cardinals.
Brown said Louisville
coach Denny Crum called
him on June 22, the day after he received his release
from Morehead, and that
Louisville was his most
persistent recruiter.

"They made me feel very
wanted," he said. "They
told me, 'Don't come up
here and feel you have a lot
of pressure on you."
The · University
of
Louisville was the only
school which Brown visited. He toured the campus
Monday with sophomoreto-be Quintin Bailey and
met with several assistant
coaches. Crum was out of
town and was unable to·
meet Brown, he said.
Brown said he also
sidered Nebraska, Pittsburgh and Marshall and
was contacted by Auburn.
But he said the University of Nebraska was too far
away for him to move there
and that he was· concerned
about instability at Pittsburgh," where a new coaching staff has been brought
in for this upcoming season.
And playing for Marshall
University would have
been awkward, Brown said,
since the school's rivalry
with nearby Morehead
State likely would have
meant a return to Morehead at some point.

con2
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Plea barl{ain set in
baby-shaking case

------------

· Tabitha S. Pas_e, 20, of 1115 ·
Normal Hall, MSU, will enter a
guilty plea to facilitation to
The couple accu■ ed In the abuee, a miedemeanor. She had
•baking ,abuee of ,their Infant originally pied not guilty in a
son will plead guilty to leooer June 2 hearing to felony crlmi•
nal abuse, which carrle■ a 15-10
chargee th11 month.
,
In a pretrial conference in year eent..nce upon conviction.
Moore eaid he l1 still detar•
Rowan Co11nty Circllit Collrl on .
Friday, attorney■ for Tyl-an and · mining the oentence he will rec•
Tabitha Pqe ■aid the-two-.ould ommend for Mrs. Page, an MSU
enter the pleas on Jilly 16, In an ,tudent. She is represented by
Hazard attorney Robert Gan■•
agreeme~ y,ith the.it.ta.
•
The two were to be tried SepL tine.
Mr. Page wae an MSU sopho7 in connectionitrith the Feb. 12
ehaklng ·abaq)t QD their eon more when the Incident
Connor, ~ee -Wllt!D old at the occurred at their Peratt Hall
time, in their'Morehead Stale apartment on campus. Both an ·
free on bond.
Univereity e.partmenL
Mr. Page wae charged with
The infant, who l1 in foeter
ftrst-degree
a■eault because h•
care, oufTered permanent brain
dama11e from the alle11ed ohak• allegedly "intentionally or Wllll•
Ing, accordln11 to a Feb. 17 tonly engaged In conduct which
1eerch warrant filed at the creat..d a grave risk of death to
another person.•
county courthouoe.
"The defendant uoed bi ■
. Tyron M. Pege, 23, who orlal•
nally pied not guilty to fir■ t•
hand■, au a dangerou ■ instrudegree a•eault for ehaking Con•
ment, to violently shake his
nor, will enter a pilty plea to
three-week-old son ... causing
firet-degree crimmal abuoe, a
serious physical injury to the
felony. Commonwealth Attorney
infant," the indictment alleged.·
George Moore eaid he will rec•
,ommend the maximum 10-year
·■entence for the plea.
Mr. Page faced 10-20 yean If
convicted on the felony aHlinlt
charge. He le repre ■ ented by
Morehead attorney Steve·.
Geurin.
By SEAN KELLY
Staff Writer

MStJ Police said that Connor
Initially treated at St.
Claire Medical Cen tar in Morehead on Feb. 12.
On Feb. 14, Connor wae readmitted to SL Claire, then transferred to University of Kentucky
Medical Center in Lexington,
which notified MSU Police that
the infant may have been
abused.
·
wa ■

"Tyran M. Page, the father
adlll!tted (on Feb. ~6) to shaking
the mfant, to revive him after
the child allegedly fell from
Tyran'• chest when they were
layina on the eofa," MSU Patrolman Howard Curtie stated in
the search warrant.
Mn. Page, who wao indicted
by the May 21 grand jury
received a criminal eummon■ ~
ap!H!ar in courL
The indictment claimed that
between Feb. 9 and 14 Mr■
Paire "Intentionally abu~ed o;
permitted a peraon of whom she
had actual custody to be abueed"
who wae Iese than 12 yean old
~by causing eerioue phyeicai
mJury to eaid child which
required medical treatmenL"
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Bias· ruling for ex-WKU worker
is overturned
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press

FRANKFORT, Ky. -A rulinis
that a Western Kentucky Umversity employee was fired for
defending his religious beliefs
was overturned by the state
Court of Appeals yesterday.
The Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights decided, and
a Warren Circuit judge later
•~reed, that Alfred Cook lost
hts job as a maintenance
plumber for refusing to work
on Sunday, his Sabbath.
In fact, Cook left his job
without giving administrators a
chance to accommodate him, a
three-judge appellate panel
said.
Religious-discrimination
cases require proof that an employee was fired for refusing to
comply with a job demand, the
judges said.

Cook, a minister of the Unit~d Baptist Church, began workmg at the university in 1989. He
was never asked to work Sunday until 1993, when the
plumbing and air-conditioning
shops were put on a rotating
night and weekend schedule
because of budget cuts, the appellate opinion said.
Cook, unable to persuade a
co-worker to trade dates, failed
to appear for his first scheduled
Sunday - Oct. 31, 1993. The
n~xt day, two· supeivisors told
him he was being fired. But
that authority rested with
James Ramsey, who at the time
was the l;IDiversity's vice president for fmance administration.
. Ramsey, later a state budget
director, set up .a meeting in
which Cook was told he was
not being fired. Ramsey said he
would seek a compromise before Cook's next scheduled

work Sunday, six weeks later.
But Cook apparently became
frustrated during the meeting
and left.
Writing for the court, Judge
John A. Gardner of Paintsville
said Cook may have thought he
was already fired. But the record shows "he clearly had his
job at the time that he left the
meeting with Ramsey and his
supenors," Gardner wrote.
"We conclude that the commission erred by finding that
Cook lost his job as a result of
exercising his religious beliefs "
the opinion said.
'
Judge Wilfrid A. Schroder of
Covington joined in the opinion. Judge John D. Miller of
Owensboro concurred in the re•
suit but did not sign Gardner's
opinion.
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Woman to tutor at-risk students
By TAMMIE HE1ZE11-WOIUCII.

OF

THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

WESTWOOD - A little
girl looked up at Heather
Cnpple and asked if she was
married and had any children.
She answered, "No.~
·'Then can I come home and
live with you?" the girl questioned.
Cripple got more than one
such ~uery in her job as an
AmenCorps worker· at the
Rowan County Schools' Family Resource Center in
Clearfield.
And she expects more in
he': . new p"osting at' the
Fairview Family Resources
Youth Services Center.
Through a grant from
Morehead State- University,
her alma mater, Cripple will
serve the center as a tutor and
mentor, targeting at-risk students and encouraging them
to. stay in' school and excel,
said Brenda Hale, director of
the center.
AmeriCorps is President
~l_i~to~•s national volunteer
1mtrnt1ve. Cripple is one of 50
members of the organization
working in MSU's School Suc~ess program in 10 counties
tram Boyd to Bath. School
Success will begin its sixth
.,·ear this fall.

Cripple, a 22-year-old from
Ashland, spent a year, at
Rowan County after her graduation from MSU, working
with 45 Girl Scouts in an inschool program.
Often the children she
dealt with had no parental involvement in their lives, so
she was their only support
person, she said.
"Our workers teach parents
how to get involved," said
Steve Swim, director of MSUCorps, the school's AmeriCorps program. "Sometimes
they (parents) want to be involved, but they don't know
how."
Cripple credited director
Dorinda Mariner and secretary Carmen Black for the experience she got during her
year working with "Project
Reach" in Morehead.
Cripple hopes to work with
Junior Achievement to develop an after-school program for
Fairview, while also tutoring
the district's students in
kindergarr.en through 12th
grade.
Hale said over the past five
years, 95 percent of the students served in the program
went up at least one letter
grade after tutoring from the
program's workers.
"If the members teach
these kids to build their self-

The Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentucky.

esteem. better grades will follow," Swim said.
While at Clearfield Elementary, Cripple tutored 15
students for at least 30 to 45
minutes a dav.
She concentrated her efforts on improving the children's reading. skills and reported "tremendous" results.
The Fairview Family Resource Youth Service Center
will kick in $3,000 to employ
Cripple for the year.
In return for her 1,700
hours of work, AmeriCorps
will pay $8,700 in living expenses and her travel.
At the end of CripP.le's service to Fairview,. she:will receive $4,725. She plans-to use
that money to complete her
master's degree- in . social
work.
She hopes someday to become a family resource center

director.
Hale considers the AmeriCorps; plan a "good deal• for
the center she heads.
· ·
"I think she'll fill a gap in
working one on one with stu-

dents~• Hale said.
"Our members are giving
the teachers and family resource centers a hand they
didn't have in targeting these
at-risk students," Swim said.
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Hatcher teacher among the best
ihumos up to Hatcher Ele·--,nte1n· School teacher Cathy
Jue<:n tor being named one of
hree recipients of Outstanding
'-;:emucky Teacher Awards by
\:lurray State University. The
,rnrd caps off a remarkable
,·ar ,,1· success for Queen and
,~r school.
')uet>n h::is spent her entire
_-.(c.:n1n~ __.:.ireer _n
· :.Hcner. ~carting at the school
, u,n :H'rer earning her bache. ....:TL\e •rorn Eastern Ken•
:c~.;;·.- t..::1p;ersity. ::;he has since
,rm·d her :naster·s degree at
[o!·,:nead ~tate l·niversity.

•.~ueen playeci a key role in
;he
extensive
application
;irocess that earned Hatcher a
:'ederal Blue Ribbon School
..\ ward. She and other teachers
spent many hours evaluating
the school and its programs.
Queen also helped write a
grant that earned Hatcher an
Accelerated School Grant of
.,2.s.000 this year.
fhis is not the rirst time
Queen has been recognized for
'1er classroom skills. She ·s been
named to "Who's \Vho Among
Top Educators·' and Regional
PTA Teacher of the Year.

Hatcher principal Patsy
Gilmore.
who
nominated
Queen for the :Vlurray State
award. called the fifth- and
sixth-grade teacher "among the
most creative and dedicated
teachers \vith whom I have had
the privilege to work ...
That's quite a compliment
for a teacher who gives of her
cime rnd .:,es her r::ilents ro
help her students excel.
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Sullivan College offers local program
Residents of Floyd, Pike.
Johnson. Manin and surrounding
counties now have another choice
in completing their college education right here at home.
Sullivan College, Kentucky's
largest private college is currently
offering its Bachelor of Business
Administration program on the
campus of Prestonsburg Community College.
The Louisville-based college is
accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools and has campuses located
in Louisville. Lexington, and Ft.
Knox, in addition to the extended
campus at Prestonsburg.

Students with two or more years
of college credit, who enroll in the
program can complete a Bachelor
of Science degree in as little as 1218 months. Options are available in
management of accounting. All
classes are taught during the
evening to accommodate the working professional.
Fall classes begin September 27.
Further information regarding
transfer credits, registration, scholarships or financial assistance can
be obtained by contacting Sullivan
Colleges Lexington campus at
(800) 467-6281.
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Scholarship honors man a~d college
A_C~_c_em1e~~!~J>W~1!~~~

-By_Aw
____
H,_AI.EY
___

THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
ASHLAND _ Brenda McGlone met Harry C. Ferguson

OF

II in Ernie Tucker's economics
class at Ashland Community
College during the summer of
1981. for
Thethree
two
dated
,
b e,ore
years
they married
on Labor Day
1984.
Thev were
happily married.
despite
the fact that
Ferguson was
confined to a
wheelchair be- Ferguson
cause of complications of hemophilia.
·'Everybody liked Harry, he
was great." said McG!one.
--we had a great marriage, we
hardly ever fought and he was
:i great cook."
In 1987. after three vears of
marriage, Ferguson died of
kidney failure.
:VIcGlone, now administra·
·
·
uve
assistant
to ACC p resident Angeline Godwin Dvorak, has established a scholarship in memory of Ferguson
as a way to pay
. tribute to him
:m d t h e institution that
brought them together.
She earned her AAS degree
from _-\CC in secretarial ad71inistration and beg;an work,ng as secretary to the presiJent shortly after she marn·ed
Ferguson.
He taught at a local bus1ness college
. h during the lirst
part ot t eir marriage. until
be became ill and had to go on
dialvsis for his kidnevs in
1985.
·
·'] remember him wanting
to go to Florida and visit Disney_ World right before he

:? late

took all of his medical supplies and packed them in the
car so we could take this trip.
"Harry did not do regular
dialysis, his was peritoneal
and could be done in the
home. Once we got to Disney,
although he would get tired
e_as1ly ;- we had . such_ a good_
time. He '?'ev~r :et h is h an d icap st0P him.
McG!one continued work
at ACC and has curren ti v
served under four different
administrators and seen a
generation of students pass
through the college.
Soon after Ferguson passed
away, McG!one began thinking about starting a scholarship as a memorial to him.
.-\nd when she had savPri snnw
monev. that was what she uiu.
Her initial donation ,.
more than :,5.000 was the
lead gift in the 1999 .-\CC
Family Gift Campaign. whict1
was aimed at full-time employees of the school.
·
• "This is something th at 1
have wanted to do for a long
time. ACC is a great place to
· k , and I re allY wante d t O
wor
-.
give
someth'mg b ack to t h e
II
co ege, • McGIone sai'd ·
: She said her experiences
with administrators, faculty,
staff and students over the
years have given her a strong
:ippreciation for the role that
the college plays in the area
and the impact that it has on
students' lives.
_ McGlone, along with .-\CC
r_acuity . member Marilyn
Shaver, serves as co-chairman
of the Family Gift Campaign.
: The development office at
the- college began the initial
campaign in December of
1998 as a way to offer fulltime employees the opportunity to. invest in the college.

to

g~~~Felon, which will

end at the ~ginning of the
fall semester, has raised more
than.$16,000 to date for scholarships · and" the greatest
needs fund.':'.:-···-·.
: The greatesf needs fund
"fferS - from·•:the' scholarship
fund pecause.it allows the college to identify the places and
programs where the money is
needed . most and use the
funds for thci!!'e · needs, said
ACC, · Development Officer
Christine Anderson.
\ Some examples of those
l\leeds include student support
,iervices, the Students of Free
Enterprise group and the the~ter program,at the college.
i "It is great'.to have flexible
funding to. better meet the
~eeds of students, faculty and
~taff," Anderson said.
-: "I think Brenda's example
shows just how committed she
ls to the students at ACC."
i As the founder of the schol;i.rship, McGlone was able to
$et the criteria for the recipient
_, · She • has des1· gnated the
scholarship _to help students
that do not 'E:al1'fy ~or e1·ther
" a1'd or
need-based
anc1·a1
a_' cadenn·c ·money.
' By helping th
students
:
.
ese
who cannot afford an education. McGlone savs she would
have made her iate husband
proud.
-Brenda is not oniv an advoca te ~,or Ash! an d c ommum·
·
ty College as a whole. she is a
great advocate for students."
said Dvorak.
·on more than one occasion. I have observed her pursuing every possible avenue to
assist a student.
"She is a valuable asset to
the college and the president's
office."
di_

0
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Tuition policy may
mean sticker· shock
•
•
1n co-ming years
Governing boards to set rates
FRANKFORT (AP) - The
rules for setting tuition and
fees at Kentucky's colleges
and
universities
have
changed, but students should
not expect any dramatic
changesjust yet.
There will likely end up differences between schools that
used to have the same rates.
Some could end up with a
wide disparity because the
Council on Postsecondary Education has directed that they
pay a third of the cost of running the schools.
The new freedom has
caused some consternation as
governing boards have until
Sept. l to set some tentative
tuition and fee policies for the
2000-2001 school year.
"This is a big change for higher education," said Mike Baker,
vice president for finance and
administration at Northern
Kentucky University. "There
are a lot of factors at play."
Historically, tuition rates
have been set by the state
council. The rates were uniform to the extent that community college students paid
the same, students at the six
regional universities paid the
same and students at the University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville paid
the same. The council set tuition based on rates in other
states and a consideration for
the individual income rates of

Kentuckians.
Fees, such as those for lab
services and student activi-·
ties, have long been set by individual governing boards:
The council has now turned
over tuition policy to govern;
ing boards but with a twist.
The council has essentially directed that each university
raise a third of its money from
tuition and fees. The new
community and technical college system has a 25 percent
threshold. And that directive
will drive tuition decisions
along with competition, uni-.
versity needs and some consideration for income.
Most of the schools are already near the goal, but two
are potentially out of whack
on either end of the spectrum.
Northern received 54.5 percent of its money from students in the fiscal year just
ended June 30, according to
council figures.
"I don't think you're going
to see tuition rates cut," Baker said Wednesday.
On the other end is Kentucky State University, which
received 27,5 of its money from
students in 1999. Carson
Smith, KSU's director of budget, fears the threshold may
mean a big tuition increase,
perhaps giving it higher rates
than any other in-state university at a time when it is suffering from enrollment problems.

Montana high
court-ponders
. .
porrr1ssue
ByToMLEwill
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

BOZEMAN, Mont. The trial of a retired
Morehead State University professor accused of
kidnapping: and assaulting a woman here last
year has been delayed
as the Montana Suprem~
Court decides· whether
jurors may, hear about
the violeiit:.pornography
he viewed· in the months
before the attack.· ,
Charles H. Hicks, 64,
was slated.to stand.trial
this week'.·011°charges of
aggravated kidnapping,
aggravated burglary and
felony assault.
Police claim he posed
as a prospective home
buyer to enter the house
of_:Mar~e Fitch, then 20,
·on Apnl 27, 1998, wrestled- her down a flight of
stairs and attacked her
with a stun gun.
In
a
subsequent
search of Hicks' Morehead home, police seized
sexually explicit material on his computer and
computer discs, including
depictions
of
necrophilia and women
being drowned in bathtubs and strangled.
In May, Gallatin
County District Judge
Mike Salvagni said he
would _let prosecutors admit the material at trial,
agreeing with Deputy
County Attorney Jane
Mersen's argument that
the graphic images
Hicks viewed could help
explain his mental state
d~ntl' _the attack.•
0

m rus request tor tne
state Supreme Court to
reverse that ruling
Hicks' attorney, Chuck
Watson III, said. there
was no evidence of a sexual motive, and a jury
would be so prejudiced
by the pornography that
his client could not get a
fair trial.
-If the pornography is·
admitted, Watson wrote,
'.Th"· Hicks will be put in
Jeopardy for behavior
which is not criminal.
The prosecution will be
allowed to appeal directly to the passions, sympathies and prejudices of
the jurors by presenting
an otherwise unsupported sexual motive theory."
Mersen· said· Hicks
fled the .. crime·· scene
making. it impossible t~
koow ifhe had pornography with him or if he intended to sexually assault Fitch. She said
Hicks choked Fitch in
nearly an identical way
as depicted in some of
the Internet sites he had
viewed.
The Montana high
court could decide thi's
week if it wants to hear
the case or uphold Salvagni's rulirie

Possible defense
Hicks has pleaded innocent to the charges he
faces. But in his motion
to the Supreme Court.
Watson said Hicks admits that he assaulted
Fitch.
A psychiatrist hired
by Watson to evaluate
Hicks concluded that
Hicks suffered from vascular disease of the brain
brought on by hypertension. In his evaluation
psychiatrist Robert P'.
Granacher
concluded

tliat "witlfin'•reasonable medical ·proliiibility: Hicks' behavior- waK·ri:: direct-result of
.lirain impiiument. caused
.when: the vaiic:ular deficiency
.was• aggravated by "behavioral · toxicity : from pred-

-nisone."· ·· · .~~" . ·

·

' Hiclts hacrapparently been
-taking_predmsone. - a steroid
used to t1'1lat-'Dtany illnesses- for·nearly:'li"month before
his·alleg119 crimes.- ..
:, If a st$te'.]i:Jichiatrist- who
evaluated: ·ftitke in- June
.;igrees; withi~cise findings,
:Y,,ataotr;!;-. Wdta'"third attar.ney since being extradited to
:Montana·in,May 1998 - said
he,felt the-~ could be resolved without a trial•. ·
-: Meraeif•:~cr not be
reached.for c:oinment: · ·
Famil_y, friendl:said.Hicks,
an MSU' emplclyee· · for 26
years·.before, takmg-early retirement :in .199'1; ·may bave
been depressed! after visiting
f1unilime~·-the Pacific
Nortn#eiltI~~--- his en-

·\.E:

counter'.wa.

,i .,

•

··. He-may:-:
-~m., .. dis.
oriented'. lit''
• ; friends
~ iiciH~ lfutt:Fit.ch'il home

.W84 iin'.~Wilso~ Avenue
near Mcmfaiili&ar.e Universi-

ty 'and'•Hi.,-,.,.house is· on

North'. Wfhrilffl.;;A\i'enue · 'near

·Moiehead·stli&,univerait:v,

., Wiitson~that·lticks.
~e1Hi'"litdii.l\m'for protection.~-~·t::~L.... ,.. i..

Htclai; ill 'jflDi!lf.'In lieu of a
$200,000 ~It'lconvict.ed on
all co;,.,... _,.. jl•fna:iimnm

~

: l......
.6
0-~~
--- !
..,,4,-..,.,_
- ' ~._,,_..,_
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Trial of retired professor delayed: The
trial of a retired Morhliead State University pro,
fessor accused of kidnapping and assaulting a
woman in Bozeman, Mont.. last vear has been
delayed while the Montana Supreme Court
decides whether jurors may hear about the violent pornography he viewed in the months before
the attack. Charles H. Hicks, 64. was to stand trial
this week on charges of aggravated kidnapping,
aggravated burglary and felony assault. Police
say he posed as a prospective home buyer to
enter the house of Marcie Fitch. then 20. on April
27. 1998. wrestled her down a !light oi stairs and
attacked her with a sum gun. In a subsequent
search of Hicks' Morehead home. police seized
sexually explicit material on his computer and
computer discs. includin11 deoictions of women

being drowned in bathtubs a·nd strangled. In
May, Gallatin County District Judge Mike
Salvagni said he would let prosecutors admit the
material at trial, agreeing with Deputy County
Attorney Jane Mersen's argument that the graphic images Hicks viewed could help explain his
mental state during the attack. In his request for
the state Supreme Court to reverse that ruling,
Hicks' attorney, Chuck Watson JI!. said a jury
would be so prejudiced by the pornography that
his client could not get a fair trial. The Montana
high court could decide this week whether it
wants to hear the case or uphold Sa!vagni's ruling.
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New policy could_bring
.big tuition changes
State schools'
charges likely
to vary in 2000
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - There
~<?uld be big differences in tu1tion among state colleges in
the fall of 2000 because students will have to pay a third of
the cost of running the schools.
It's the result of a decision
earlier this year by the Council
on Postsecondary Education,
which used to set tuition for all
~tate schools. Now that author1ty has been turned over to the
schools themselves.
Universities and the boards
of the community and technical
colleges have u_ntil S_ept. l to
set some tentative tu1t1on and
fee policies for the 2000-2001
school year, and that is causing
some consternation.

"This is a big change fo1
higher education," said Mike
Baker, Northern Kentucky Unr
versity's vice president for fi
nance and admini!>tration
"There are a lot of factors at
play."
Under the state council, the
rates were uniform to. the extent that each community college charged the same tuition,
each of the six regional universities charged the same, and tuition at the Univer~ty of Kentucky and the Vrliversity of
Louisville matched
J h«.. <.ouucil !>et tuition based
011 rates in other states and a
conMderat1on fo1 the · incomes
of Kentuck1am,
But that Il:. changing' The
cot1nc.,1l ha'- directed that el!ch
university raise a third of it!>
· money fi:om t\lition and fees
fhe new community and tech
meal college ,;v,;tem must raise.
25 percent ot its money froIJ'I
tuition and too!>
. Tho~e dire<.tives will drive tu
1tion dec1s1ono,, alon~ with com
petition, tn«.. institutions' ne,_ed!>
and some c.ous•deration for in

come. "You've got to look at
that total package," said Mike
Curtin, director of policy and
budget at U of L.
Most of the schools are already near the goal, but two
face special circumstances.
Northern Kentucky University received 54.5 percent of its
money from students in the fisc,al year that ended June 30, acording to council fi~res.
On the other end 1s Kentucky
C,tate University, which rec.eived 2.7.5 percent of its revenue from students Carson
Smith, KSU's budset director,
fears the new requirement may
mean a big tuition increase,
perhaps making KSU charg_e
more than an:r other state university at a time when it has
enrollment problems.
"We're right in the middle of
a double whammy," Smith
said.
He said KSU, the state's only
historically black university, is
hoping to phase in tuition
increases to avoid a bigger
problem for its students, who
are among the least able to

afford increases.
Tuition is already set for the
1999-2000 school year. But beyond that, things are unclear.
The counci[ threshold is a
moving target because it is
based on money provided by
the General Assembly for the
next biennium, which won't be
decided until the legislative session ends in April.
Some schools may consider
going to a formula that charges
for each credit hour for all students, full- and part-time, but
no time soon.

Lexington Herald-leader
Thursday, July 15, 1999

Bowling Green couple endows
scholarship program at WKU
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

Two Bowling Green business leaders annoWlced yesterday they will give $100,000 to
Western Kentucky University for a scholarship fund for public hous ing residents.
Sandy and Ma1tin Jones will give
$100,000 over the next five years to endow
the Sandy and Martin Jones Reach Higher
Educational Awards Program.
The scholarships will go to pruticipants
in a Bowling Green housing authority program designed to help residents get off
welfare. The program, known as Reach
Higher, works with area businesses and
public agencies to provide welfare recipients
with low-cost, reliable transportation, basic
services, child care and on-the-job training.
The new program will give Reach

Higher participants the chance to earn a degree at Wes tern Kentucky University.
"Not everyone can obtain academic
scholarships," said Sandy Jones, owner of
Quality Personnel in Bowling Green. Her
husband, Martin Jones, is the vice president
of the Bowling Green Area Chamber of Commerce. "This program will help people help
themselves," s he said. "They won't be dependent on a handout. We're offering them
a hand up."
The Housing Authority of Bowling
Green will recommend recipients for the
awards. The program will pay for tuition
and could meet additional costs for. books
and fees. The Hous ing Authority will also
use the gift to leverage additional s upport
for related costs, including child care.

Lexington Herald-Leader
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New education council picks 3
'super-issues'
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-lEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Training better teachers, getting more students into college and making sure
they are prepared for the work are the three "superissues" facing Kentucky, state education leaders said
yesterday.
Figuring out how to solve them will be the big
challenge.
"It's important that we talk about these issues in
the broad sense so that we can come up with concrete solutions," said Jeffrey Mando, chairman of the
state's new P-16 Cow1cil.
The P-16 council is the advisory board charged
with addressing issues that affect both K-12 schools
and colleges and universities. It's supposed to cover
education from the primary grades through the first
two years of college.
The council, which was formed in April, is made
up of members of the state
Board of Education and the
Council on Postsecondary Edu''Wefound
cation. The council meets
that teachers
again in September and December. It expects to submit
say they
recommendations to the state
are Ve'f1J
board of education or the CPE.
comfortable
During the council's first
with how
meeting yesterday, its eight
they teach
members developed a to-do list
of the state's most pressing isand less
sues.
comfortable
The list included making
with what
sure the state's teachers are
they
teach. "
versed in the subjects they are
expected to teach.
Gene Wilhoit
deputy
Deputy Education Commiseducat ion
sioner Gene Wilhoit said the
commissioner
state's new summer teacher
academies, which match tea~ch
~ --1.-~~-~-

ers with college professors for
intensive instruction in their
subject areas, are a solution.
The seven academies, which have a total of 350
teachers, will run for three summers. Teachers will
be evaluat~ each year t~ see whether the academy
classes are 1mprovmg their teaching.
"We found that teachers say they are very comfo~table with how they teach and less comfortable
with what they teach,'' said Willioit.
CPE Pi:esident Gordo~ Davies suggested that
programs hke the academies might be more helpful
than the master's degree that teachers are required
to earn.
"If this_ is very important, you have to go out and
do something radical," he said.
The council also discussed ways to make sure
that all _students. consider some sort of college after
graduanon. Davies has said that to get the percentage_ of college-educated Kentucky residents to the
nattonal average, nearly 65,000 additional students
would have to enter college.
"We need to get college on the radar screen for
students who would have never considered it as a
possibility," said council member Norma Adams.
The P-16 Council also discussed ways to reduce
the number of students requiring remedial work
once they enter college. A recent report found that
42 percent of college freshmen in 1997 required remedial math courses.
Education Commissioner Wilmer Cody said the
colleges should raise their admission standards to
encourage high school students to take courses that
are mor~ ch~l.lenging. Admission requirements at
state uruvers1ties are often lower than what is needed to bypass remedial courses.
''We are sending mixed messages to kids - you
are good enough to get in, but once you are there
you aren't ready for college work," he said.
'
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Jeanne Gallimore, direc-

Murray acceSSl 1 1 Y tor of the Center for Acces-

sible Living in Mu1Tay,
filed the complaint. It alMURRAY - Investiga- leges that Murray State
tors will go to Murray next has failed to provide adequate seating in the facility
month to look into a comfor people with disabilities.
plaint filed with the U.S.
Department of Education's It calls for an investigation
Office of Civil Rights over of the campus to see if it
complies with guidelines of
accessibility for disabled
the Americans with Dispeople at Murray State
University's Regional Spe- abilities Act.
cial Events Center.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Thursday, July 15, 1999

Centre e,aduate named Fulbrlght: A
new Centre College graduate has been named a
Fulbright Scholar, the second this year from the
Danville ~ h~I. Emily Upton, a 1999 graduate
from Lou1sv1Jle, won the prestigious award. In
late May, Centre senior John Ballert of Prospect
was also chosen for the international program.
The program pays for a year of study abroad for
students, and _the scholars have the opportunity
to meet Fulbnght students from other countries
Upto':1 will s~nd the 1999-2000 academic year ·
teaching English as a second language to high
school students in Strasbourg, France.
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Council discusses making colleges
more selective
By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
state may need to raise high
school ~raduation requirements
or consider tougher college admissions standards if it wants
to cut the growing percentage
of students in remedial courses
at universities, members of a
panel exploring education issues said yesterday.
The group met for the first
time yesterday, and in its discussions members said high
school students might need to
take four years of math, or be
required to take more demanding courses, and that universities perhaps should rethink admitting students who can't do
college-level work.
The group, called the P-16
council (for preschool to grade
16) was created by the state
Board of Education and the
Council on Postsecondary Education to address topics of concern at all levels of education.
Education
Commissioner
Wilmer Cody asked why colleges have a lower standard for
admitting students than they
have for allowing them to take
certain freshman-level courses.
"You're telling youngsters
you can get in, but on the other
hand you're telling them they
can't do the work," he said.
Gordon Daviess, president of
the Council on Postsecondary
Education, said some colle~e
students with deficiencies m
one or two subjects are allowed
to catch up while earning credits in other courses. He said,
however, he's open to changing
that policy and would like the
issue to be examined further.

A recent report noted that 42
percent of the freshmen at the
state's public universities in
1997 were placed in remedial
math courses, a six-year high.

. T~e p_anel plans to tackle the remedia11~n 1ss~e by trying to more closely _ahgn high _school graduation rc-

it~~~~~~s with college admissions

The group will also deal \\1th
teacher-quality issues, including the
expansion of academies launched by
the Education Department to help
teachers learn morP about the subjects they teach.
. The group also talked about step
11 could take to increase the number
of high school graduates seeking college _educations. And Cody suggested
making state test scores one factor in
how much money students can get
from the state's lottery-funded schoIarship program.
Norma Adams, a Somerset lawyer
representing the Council on Postsecondary Education on the P-16 council, said it may be unrealistic to think
the gr~up could resolve such comphcated 1:.sues. But she said that the
new teamwork should help.
" At least the two sys tems will be
lo~king at these issues together," she
said. "That's much better than what
we've been doing. It will help us
High schools also graduate students come closer to reaching a solution.
with good grades. who end up in re- and that's about all you can hopt?
medial courses in college.
for."
"This group can help the two re•
spective boards get out of the weeds
occasionally and say, 'This is a serious issue,' and, if it's really important, be willing to do some things
that are radical," Davies said.
Jeffrey Mando of Covington, who
represents the state school board,
said the P-16 council would continue
to explore these issues before proposing any answers. He was elected
the group's chairman yesterday.
"We'll continue to talk in broad
terms until we' get more data and
more feedback from the field,''
Mandosaid.

and 18 percent needed remedial Engfish. Colleges set their own rules for
requiring remedial courses, usually
based on students' scores on collegeentrance exams.
While the P-16 council attempted
to ide ntify its chief priorities yesterday, it stopped short of advocating
definite solutions.
rnstead, yesterday's meeting offered examples of how problems in
education feed on themselves.
For instance, colleges complain
about students who can't do basic
math, yet the schools allow such students in. And teachers often major in
education in college without getting a
strong background in math or other
subjects they go on to teach.
Public schools, meanwhile, routinely provide training to teachers that
doesn't tap university experts or others who could help boost teachers'
expc11ise in the subjects they teach.
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Better educated· .
More Kentuckians ·earning degrees·
which bodes well for our future
Here's a bit of good news on
the higher education front:
Kentucky is moving in the
right direction toward alleviating a long-standing &hortage of
adults with college degrees. In
fact, according to the latest annual report by the Southern
Regional Education Board, the
increase in the growth of students attending college in Kentucky is almost twice the national average.
The education level of adults
in Kentucky has come a long
way since 1940, when only 16
percent of Kentucky adults had
graduated from high school. In
1998, 78 percent of Kentucky
adults had high school degrees
nr the equivalent. That's still
below the national average of
83 percent, but a considerable
improvement over earlier
years.
Only 3 percent of Kentucky
adults held college degrees in
1940. Today, 20 percent of our
adults have at least an undergraduate degree. Again, that's
below the national average of
24 percent, but the state is
catching up.
College enrollment in Kentucky increased by 23 percent
between 1986 and 1996. That's
almost double the national average of just 12 percent. Kentucky's two-year colleges - including Ashland Community
College - accounted for 34
percent of the growth during
the 10-year span, and in 1996,
community colleges accounted
for 30 percent of the total undergraduate enrollment in the
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state. However, that's considerably below the national average of 45 percent.
The percentage of Kentucky
undergraduate students who
are women and the percentage
of female graduate students
(71 percent) are both above the
national average. The·" orily
area where Kentucky women
lag behind the rest hf the 'nation is in professional programs (35 percent compared to
a national average of 42 percent).
Efforts to enroll more blacks
in college also are paying dividends in Kentucky. The state's
colleges· experienced a 41 percent increase in black enrollment between 1986 and 1996.
While blacks constitute only 7
percent of the total college enrollment in Kentucky, that's
equal to the percentage of Kentucky residents who are black. ·
Frankfort also is investing
more in higher education.
State spending on higher education increased by 41 percent
between 1993-94 and 1998-99.
That's far· above the national
average of 29 percent during
the same period.
All these numbers simply
-mean that more Kenttickians
are pursuing c9llege degrees
than ever before. While this
state still has a lot of catching
up to do, that's an encouraging
trend. This positive trend
bodes well for the state's economic future.
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Council wants ·colleges unified
on budget :requests
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The
Council on Postsecondary Education took some tentative
steps yesterday toward imposing discipline on a group that
has traditionally conducted a financial free-for-all every other
year during budget time.
The council formally adopted
a target for oach university and
the community-technical college system, and embraced
guide!ines for planning constract1on.
Ron Greenberg, a Louisville
hospital executive and chairman of the council's finance
committee, told university offidals they should get with the
program.
. '-'It's important that all the institutions be supportive of
this," he said during his committee meeting. "I think everybody can jump on board."
-

when he undertook an overhaul
of the system that governs
higher education.
Next year, when money may
be tight, the legislature will
provide the first real test of the
council's efficacy.
· .
"I don't sense any prob\elll;:
with the process at this point, .
Greenbef\1 said. He said the
council will still press for eve.ry
dollar it can get from the legislature but with the entire higher-ed~cation system in mind.

. The council has already decided on a set of benchmark institutions for each Kentucky
university and the college system.
The benchmark institutions
are other universities that are
comparable in size and mission
or asr.iration. Yesterday, the
council said i,t wants to provide
public funding for each at the
55th percentif~ of the benchmarks. Public •,funding is defined as government support
plus student tuition and fees.
The building guidelines arose
from a study that shows higher
education generally has more
space than it needs, with notable exceptions in certain areas,
such as laboratories.
Greenberg acknowledged in
an interview that efforts by individual institutions in the past
to gain financial favor from the
General Assembly led to fragmentation. Those efforts were
often cited by Gov. Paul Patton
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Gordon Davies,
education chief.
gets 5% raise
/

Bv LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
The Council on POstsecondal"\· Educatl',n \'Oted vesterdav
·.1~

Da\'1es.

.t.:: :·:·r_,.;i<lcnt. , :urdl)n
J

5 percent raise. fhat

hoosrs his ~alarv. alreadv the

highest in :-tate )!overnment. to
~:!i:l.1JOO.
:·he unan:mous ac11on camt!
.n the ,_•no Pl a two-dav retreat
;n Lexmeton where the council
worked on ns iirst evaluation of
Davies. ....·no took over the
president's post last year.

L'nder a 1997 overhaul of the
state ·s higher-educatfon system.
Danes oversees [he state's en•
tire post-secondary system: the
public universities and the technical and community colleges.
The council said it was :mtisfied wuh '..;anes· work and
found him deserving of a raise
in line wuh the increase bud~cted for siate workers.

The 1.1iscuss1ons about Da., 1cs · pertormance were held in

privace on Sunday.
Also at the meeting, the
hoard selected Charles Whitehead. president of the Ashland
Inc. Foundation in Covington.
as its new chairman. He made
1he muuon l,1r Davies· raise.
rhe councll is pursuing a
new svstem tor evalu,mmr the
~rate.., l''>ll!.!2es. twsed lurgelv

1he1r penormam:e rclati\~e rO
colleges .icross the country

,in

v.1th s1m1lar charactensncs.
In 1Jther acnon vesterdav. 1~c
council approved se\·erai new
degree programs JC 1ech01cal
colleges and at um\·ersmes. 111duding a new nal'nc1or <Ji .::usic degree m music ther::ipy ,H
che Un1versitv ot Lou1snile .ind
a master's proeram m c0mou1cr -.1.:1ence JC \onhcm h:entuckv L·mversuv.
:-JOnhern will also stan a
bachelor's program in ennron·
mental science. Other new pro•
grams are an associate degree
in network and informat10n
systems technology at the Kentucky Advanced Technical lnsll•
tute in Bowling Green: an associate degree in applied pro~·11ss
technology at Ashland Tcchn1•
cal College: and Jssoc:atedegree pr.o·~rams m industnalma1menance technology Jl
Central Kentuckv Technical
College in Lexirie:ton. Eliza-.-.-

berhtown

Technical

: · ;lh:~c

.ind West KemucKv fechmcal

Colle~e

in

Paducah.

\Ve~tern Kcmuckv L'niver-;11v
~ot an asso1.:iatc-ue~rec pro-

gram m paramedicme.
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Plans for Rowan County recyling
center· move ahead
By SHERRY KENESON-IIALL
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Officials
from the city of Morehead and
Rowan County have agreed to
apply for loan money to bring
a new recycling center one
step closer to .construction
here.
At a city council meeting
last week, members voted to
go ahead with a resolution to
apply for a loan from the Kentucky Infrastru~ture Authority.
The loan will obligate the .
city and the county for
$75,000 each.
Backers of the center want
to put up a building that will
cost more than $300,000, said
Mayor Brad Collins.
They are looking for other
sources of funding, said April
Haight, recycling energy conservation manager at More-•
head State University.
The recycling center will be
a combined effort of the city of
Morehead, Rowan County and
MSU.

"We are looking for an acre
The university is involved
in the project because, being a of land to fit a 6,000- to 8,000partially state-funded agency, square-foot building on," Colit is mandated to have some lins said.
·'The areas look~d at are arkind of recycling program,
eas that are~ accessible, but
Haight said.
"It's cheaper to have one to- will not be unsightly for resigether instead of three sepa- dents."
· •.
rate centers," she said. "This
Haight said she wiis happy
will require less ~quipment to see things finally being acand save on operatmg expen- complished on the proj~~t~ .
ditures."
"Things have taken a lot
. The three are currently· longer than expectedt she
running a recycling center in said." ... We have made more
Morehead, but it's in the path progress in the last months
of Phase 3 of the U.S. 60 By- than in the last two years."
pa~s project. The center ~ou!J
---- · · - - - - be taken "as early as this winter," said Rowan Judge-Executive Clyde Thomas.
"There is a lot to do for the
center before Phase 3 comes
out," Haight said. "Right now,
we have seven to eight
months to get everything
done."
If the city and county are
approved for funding, the next
step will be to look for a piece
of property, Collins said.
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Universities to run single
health school
UK, Louisville presidents say details not worked out yet
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-LEA.DER EDUCATION WRfTER

Officials from the state's two
largest universities said yesterday
they intend to jointly run a single
school of public health.
But the details on how the
school will be operated are slow
in coming.
The presidents of the Univer•
sity of Kentucky and University
of Louisville told the Council on
Postsecondary Education yesterday that they are committed to
creating a single school to train
people in public health.
"We have come to agreement
on the basic outline of a single
school based on strong collaboration," UK President Charles
Wethington said. "R.ight now we
are trying to get together on the
working details."
The announcement at the Lexington meeting clears up what
many council members saw as
unnecessary duplication. In the
span of eight days last October,
both UK and UofL announced
plans to create public health
schools. The universities said
their schnnls harl nifff'T'f'T1t fn,,1ses

- UK on training public health
practitioners; UofL on research.
But council members questioned whether two was too many
and in May ordered the universities to come up with a plan for
one school. The universities had
pledged to work together.
Council members said the
agreement on a single school was
"great news," but admonished the
universities for the lack of con•
crete details.
"I am delighted that we have
, come.to an agreement, but I a~·
still anxious to see how this will
play out." said council member
Philip Huddleston.
UofL· President John Shumak,
er said figuring out how to jointly
run one school requires time.
"What you are asking us to do
requires a lot of thinking outside
the box." Shumaker said.
In other business, the council:
n Approved new state funding
1
levels for the public universities
and
colleges,
based
on
comparable institutions, but set
no deadline for reaching that
mark. Public funding for each
school would equal that of the

55th-percentile of comparable universities in other states.
In most cases, Kentucky universities are less than $2,000 per
student below their funding goals.
One school. Kentucky State University, is above its goal by more
than $3,400 per student.
n Approved an annual evaluation for council President Gordon
Davies, which included a 5 percent raise, the same increase given to all state employees. The
raise, about $13,000, will bring
Davies' salary to $273,000 annually.
•
Council members .said· they
were prepared to give :1;1avi~s a
more substantial" raise,· but said
Davies declined. "This sends a
strong message to others about
keeping top executive salaries at a
reasonable level," said council
member Marcia Ridings.
In recent months, several university presidents, among them
UK's Wethington, Murray State
University's Kem Alexander and
Kentucky State's George Reid,
have received double-digit percent
increases in salary.

P~e!..not keen o!!-~,~en ineligibility
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ROSEMONT, ill - Making freshmen incl'igible to play college basketball might create
more problems than it would solve, according
to Syracuse University Chancellor Kenneth
Shaw, head of, a. committee studying problems
With NCAA Division I basketba!L
"We ~ve had to _t~per the enthusiasm
of some With the realities of what we can accomplish," Shaw said. He said he favored
' ~aking freshmen ineligible but that the maJority on the panel did not
Shaw said those opposed to making
freshmen ineligible raised practical concerns
as well as issues of fairness, and he and
NCAA President Cedric Dempsey also suggested the likelihood of a court challenge.
Instead, the committee wants the NCAA to
encourage incoming freshmen to attend summer sch_ool to get used to the more challenging
acadenuc programs they will face in college.
The 27-member committee, empowered
only to make resolutions, was formed to
study _issues such as low graduation rates,
gamblmg scandals, recruiting problems and
the influence of agents. Its proposals go to
the NCAA's executive committee Aug. 5.

urge tying the number of scholar'This combination of extending
ships schools can award to the opportunity while greatly increasing
academic success of their players.
our e.'{])eC!anons for stu<!ent Pl:"or•
. Those schools with gradua- ~ce creates what 1bel~ will be
!ton and-or academic standing seen as a stem compassmn for_basrates of 75 percent or higher ketball student-athletes." he said.
would be allowed 14 full scholarIn other recommendations the
ships, schools with rates oi 33 commi~ee would increase the peripercent to 74 percent would be al- od dunng the academic year when
lowed 13 and schools with rates coaches can evaluate players and
below 33 percent could award 12. shonen it during the summer. The
Schools wciild be limited to of- commmee also would tighten regI fering four new scholarships each ulations on events at which high
' year. The committee also called for school players are evaluated and
, new reW;lations for recruiting and ban agents from_ them.
..
· for clea~m!f up the sport's image.
. The coll!nuttee also_ urged
"This is a showcase sport." stiffer penalties for gambling and
Shaw said. "Ii is very imponant rul~s to enforce proper behavior
to the people m this country, and
dunng games.
we must and we do expect and
demand more."
Shaw said the committee wanted to offer athletes more help sueceeding in the classroom while also
demanding more academically.
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Lexington teens shine
at 59th annual Boys State
HERALDlEADER STAFF REPORT

When the 110 delegates at this
year's Kentucky Boys State elected delegates to serve as their leaders in the weeklong mock government conference, several Lexingtonians were on the list.
Josiah Corrigan was chosen by
his peers to serve as lieutenant
governor of the 59th annual con. ference, which was sponsored by
the American Legion and held at
\forehead State University. Jon
Ditten. Adam Fox and Joseph
Ruschell were elected to serve in
the senate and Albert Harris,
James Thompson and David
Waespe were elected to the house.

Michael Osborne, Joseph Owens
and Joon Choi were elected mayors
of three of the fictitious cities at
the conference.
In addition, Michael was one
of two students selected to attend
Boys Nation. which is going on
this week at Marymount University in Arlington, Va. The other delegate to Boys Nation is Jeremy
Luckett of Frankton. Robert
Wombles of Covington and Bryan
Boyd of Fon Campbell will serve
as alternates.
Brandon
Bowen.
Daron
Stephens and David Vanlandingham of Lexington also attended
Boys State.
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Local technical
school gets state
approval for
associate degree
Program trains students
in plants' operations sections
By MIKE JAMES
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

SUMMIT - Students at Ashland Technical
College will have a better shot at getting jobs
now that the school has been approved to grant
two-year associate degrees.
The state Council on Postsecondary Education Tuesday approved awarding associate degrees for programs at five technical colleges in
the Kentucky Community and Technical College System, including the Ashland school's
Applied Process Technologies program.
The program trains students for positions in
the operations sections of the chemical, petrochemical and refining industries.
The associate degree will make graduates
more attractive job prospects and will allow
them to transfer the credits to other accredited
colleges and universities, said Ashland Tech
Director Richard Kendall. "This gives students
more options," he said.
The course load for the program will he restructured to bring in general educational
classes while keeping it a two-year program.
Kendall said.
Classes to be added include economics and
technical communications, said department
chairman Tom Stanley.

Students should be able to
sign up by the fall semester,
Kendall said.
Some graduates of the program have called to inquire
about upgrading the diplomas
they already have to associate
degrees, Stanley said.
Once approved as a degreegranting institution, the
schcol can - and plans to develop other degree programs. Kendall said.
Ashland Tech's goal is to
develop three or four more,
probably in the electronics,
drafting and industrial maintenance fields, he said.
The degrees will especially
help graduates get jobs outside the Tri-State. Stanley
said.
"Local employers know us
by reputation, but this will
help with anything outside
the immediate area."' he said.
Other degrees and the
schools that will offer them
are:
►Associate in applied ':echnology in industrial maintenance technology at Elizahethtown Technical College,
Cenrra1 Kentuckv Technical
College .n Lexmgton and
West Kentuckv Technical College in Paducah. Graduates
will work in maintenance for
industry.
►Associate in applied science degree in network and
information ·svstems technolos!\' at Kentucky ,\dvanced
Technology Institute in Bowl!ng Green.

The ,chool will qffer the
technicni courses ::1 the pro~an1 and relv on comn1unuv
~ulleges to offer the general
,ciucanon eourses
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lli,UK
could
reap
rewards
Some ADs fear
NCAA propo~al
By MARC J. SPEARS
The Courier-Journal
Imagine Tubby Smith ad.din~
an extra McDonald's All-Amencan to -Kentucky's roster. Or
Bob Knight receiving an extra
scholarship as his reward for
pushing academics on his Indiana Hoosiers.
·
· _
And then ponder the . programs that could lose a scholarship while the rich get richer.
Both scenarios are possible if
the NCM follows the advice
of a blue-ribbon panel and decides to base the number of
men's basketball scholarships
awarded per season on the rate
at which an institution graduates its players.
And although a Courier-Journal survey of Kentuckiana's
seven Division I men's basketball programs showed that two
schools - Indiana and Kentucky - might profit and that
the others might suffer no
losses, based on the four most
recent recruiting classes that
could be computed, there's a
great deal of skepticism and
criticism among coaches and
athletic administrators.
••J think I'm against it," said
Murray State athletic director
E. W. Dennison. "Jim pro-edu-

cation and pro-degree. But I
think there are too many variables involved.''
Based on the proposal offered Tuesday, graduation rates
would be based on a six-year
window beginning with the
time of enrollment. The NCM
would annually average each
school's four most recent recruiting classes whose six years
had expired, and schools with
graduation rates of 75 percent
or better would gain a scholarship - for a total of 14. Those
with rates of 32 percent or below would lose a scholarship down to 12.

Schools would not be penal,
ized for players who transfer or
turn pro as long as. they were
in good academic standing·.
However, those who had lost
their- academic eligibility would
be includ_ed among those who
failed to graduate.
To see where local schools
might stand if the proposal
were in effect today, The Courier-Journal looked at recruiting
classes that enrolled in the fall
semesters 1989-92, computing
the six-year graduation· rate
based on numbers provided by
each school's athletic depart-

Uni\'ersity of Loui5'ille athletic director Tom Jurich agreed.
There also is cqncern 1ha1 1he mid"lt has-lo gerback io a fairness is_." to lower-Division I programs would
sue." Jurich said.'"! don't think y~ be al a disadvantage.because there is
can target one spon:and discriminate less coptinuity in:~ef~ching posi1ions.
againsi them. l'm.in,ravor of the con- Many or their. lalented coaches are
cept. •I think to improve academics, snalched up by-bigger schools.
you have ro be a strong proponent of
For .example, ~urray Staie, Moreit I just think it would help all athlel• head State,- Wesiern Kentucky and
1c programs across 1he board."
Eastern Kentucky each have had
According to NCAA statisttcs three or four coaches this decade.
men's basketball"players seem11a·b~- Such lu_rnover can hurt a program's
the least prepared.
·- ·
· graduation.rate because it can lead 10
, Q! freshmen entering during the players trans!errmg or ha1ing their
1991;92 season, ,the graduation· for scholarships re,·oked.
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ment.
from 1994-95 through 1997-98, men's I Perry said. "We,would like 1o sta~d
Based on those numbers, InbasketbaU ha~ the lowest high school . •on out ovm '!l•ril~;,,·,. , ;_.;;;_ . ·, ·
diana, which had an adjusted
grade-pomt O\erage at 2.82. ·
Jim- Wells.-Morehead State·s'.:.dugraduation rate of 100 percent,
.Howel'er, footb_all wasn't far. ahead cation compliance dlreclot (or athleland Kentucky, with a rate of 75
•;ith-a• 2.84 GPA.
·
· . .. · · · · ·
'·
percent, would have gained a
··\Ve need 10 find out why there is ics, s~1d. l_)own ,the road 11-c~n hun ·
scholarship. Louisville, Western
sup~r~igh ,lUrn_ol'er. a!'~ why_gradu- us a lmle bit. We l'e had some coach- .
Kentucky, Morehead State,
auon rates-are so, low," -Doninger I mg_ changes. ~e-w~nt from Tommy
Murray State and Eastern Kensaid. "'\\'hether these recommenda- Gauher to (Dick) Fick. And than we
tucky would have remained at
:ions address tthoSe questions). I'm. wem to Fick co Kyle Macy latet on."
the current level of 13 scholarnot;sure/~. ....
,
•
.:
Perry also worries lhat the-·new
ships, with adjusted graduation
EaS1ern,Ken1u'cky meri's bask~tliall, rule could hu~ A!ri~an-Am~ricaii stu, rates of,40 percent to 60 percoach S~on ·Perry said: "I -ha\'e no
dents, Y'_~O :!f.£Pl!n,~ !9!./Jie,'lllajority
cent.
or the college players but whose
· UK athletic director C.M. problems wnh sening the bar higher
than-it is. But what I want to see the
Class or '91. gra~uated at a rare or
Newton, a member of a blue- :-;CAA
do is improve academic
juSI 37 peri:eni:,"~oacfies),'Jjj' b'e less
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10
kids
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ships, Perry said.
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\\'hen lhe)' are.18 vears old, n can be
The bottom line said Jurich will
graduation-rate proposal.
'
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' Newton said. "We argued a lot .~etbaJl_g1ants Will grow e\'en ll)_Qre 1f
passc~ ... : _.
that. But 1r the you'.1g student-athlete
about that one. At one point it lhc_proros~~
Some behe\e thal the due ~1.:ho<ils.,
doesn't care· enough ab 1 1·t th
,was 50 percent. but we agreed such
as Duke, always Yl~II_I ha\'c a betyou're not g'Oing 10· get ~~e r~sul~~
that was way too low.... At
ter chance of signing student-athletes.You go out· and auract the type of
one po'nt it was 80 percent, but
that are excelling in the classroom people !hat get resuhs."
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_
Miko Granl contributed lo this story
"We're an example of a school that
"I'm not a big fan of H b\· anv
·
has med \'er)' hard lO ge1 our people means," said ~1urrav Slate fnen·S
10 gradua1e and we·\·e had good suc• basketball coach Te\'e'ster Anderson
cess, excepr for 1he players who ha\'e ··Jt 1s going 10 help a fe'A' schoois. I:
!ell early (for the SBA) or trn.ns- would gi\'e Duke, \'onh Carolina and
forred. And all of them were in good
·schools like that H scholarships a
academic standing."
IU athle1ic director Cl1rence Don- vear."
inger said he doesn't necessarily dis- · Bui less fortunate schools "are goagree with the commlltee·s proposal, mg 10 have 12, and that 1Sn't fair."' he
but stressed thal all in1ercolleg1ate said. ''What they are trving to do is
spans should be under the same get cenain teams into 1lie !'JCA.A because they make money Car you.
guidelines. .
"Kentucky and Indiana don't have
"I. am both<!red that we are singling out a sport."' Doninger said. "I to go out and recruit. Thev select. We
realize there are problems wi1h trans• have to go out and recm1t.
\Ves1ern Kentuckv associate athlet·fors"i.i"nd gradu~tton rates- in-men's
b"aske1ball, but that also exists in ic director Pam · Hernford said.
women-'s basketball. football and in "Some1hing like thlS IS always gomg
w affect a school of our size. The
either spans.
"I think the real problem is that Dukes and the Kenluckys not only
we're admitting people that aren't get the top players. but the best acareadv for college, I don't think we demically, too··
.!.:10u·1d put restncnons on people caooble or handling the competitl\'e
and academic workload because
some aren't prep,ued."

GRADUATION RATES
;., blue-nbDon NCAA comm,nee has
proposed a new system of awarding
Division I men's basketball scholarships based on the rate at which
schools are graduating players. The
~rooosed formula wouta give
scnools creait for players wno graduated within six years of enrollment
::iose wno transferred or turned pro
,n good academic standing would
~ot count against the schooL
Scnools graouatmg 75 percent or
;;iore al their players over lhe pas!
lour years would receive an extra
scno1arsn1p: those with 32 percent or
~elow would lose a scholarsn10.
Listed below BIB area Div1s,c,1 I
programs and their last four recn.:t•
ing classes that had completed their
SIX years cl e11g1b1hty.
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Student hurt in tire
sues Murray State
Lawsuit seeks
compensation,
medical expenses
Associated Press
PADUCAH. Kv. - A student
severely injured.in a dormitory
fire at Murray State University
last vear has filed a federal

lawsUit seeking to recover
medical costs and other com-

pensation.
Michael Priddy of Paducah
filed the suit Monday in U.S.
District Coun against Joseph
Green. director of public safety
at Murray State.
The suit, which seeks unspecified damages, claims
Green was negligent by not
taking steps to protect students
after a iire Sept. 13 caused minor damage on the fourth floor
oi Hester Hall, where Priddy
lived. Another fire broke out
Sent. 18 that injured Priddy and

..:illed anorner sruaenr.
;~rrv \\:avne 1.Vaiker oi ),favfield, ·a former )lurray State
student, has been charged with
-nurder. first-degree assault and

still suffers from his injuries.
"Every day, I watch as Michael struggles with severe
burns, lung damage, vocal cord
damage and a brain injury that
has impaired his ability to recall even the most simple requirements of life," Wayne
Priddy said.
"Something is dreadfully
wron11 when an innocent young
man. injured in a public institution. is forced to the counroom
to seek compensation for his
medical bills, his intolerable
pain and suffering, and a lost
lifetime of earnings.''
The suit said Priddy was
sleeping in his dorm room at
2:39 a.m. when the fire started.
It said Priddy attempted to escape but was overcome by
smoke. He ·was in critical condition when he was taken to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and was transferred to
a Nashville, Tenn .. hospital.
The suit claims that Green.
as public safety director, should
have taken measures to make
~he dormitorv safe 1fter the

~eot. :J :·:re. :~ said r~e fire •··n
Sept. .S "·,vas a reasonaoiy

foreseeable criminal act" that
Green could have prevented by
providing enhanced safety
:neasures m rhe dormirorv.
The umversirv does nOt com-

::-sr-oegree arson in connection
-:ich the" Sear. 18 fire.
.-..:o i:hari?'es have been filed mem on !)ending'. lirigarion. ~a?d
:1 the earhe"r rire.
Shem,, :-VtcClain. a .\.lurrav Stare
·
?riddy's father 3aid his son spokeSwoman.
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Morehead looks at revamping
tea~her preparation
Aim to improve
instruction in
state's schools

creating valuable student teaching experiences and making
sure new teachers how to teach
their subjects.
"Right now, the hard work is
beginninjl," Seelig said. "We
want to f1~ure out what is realIv needed m our region."

Associated Press

MOREHEAD, Ky. - A group
of Morehead State professors is
digesting information from a
recent lecture series to help
them overhaul the university's
teacher-preparation effortS.
Their aim is to produce better-quality teachers for state
schools, an effort that has become a hot topic across Kentucky.
The faculty task force's 40
members are meeting this summer to come up with specific
recommendations this fall for
Morehead's teacher-preparation
program.
Some of the recommendations will be implemented immediately, while others will
take effect throughout the year,
said Mike Seelig, special assistant to President Ron Eaglin
ana an organtzer of Morehead's
efforts.•
So far, the topics on the table
run the gamut of teacher preparation: recruiting top students
to a perceived !ow-prestige
field, strengthening admission
standards, finding better ways
to evaluate students' abilities,

Morehead launched the lecture series in January. Speakers
included national as well as
state experts.
Morehead's College of Education and Behavioral Sciences
is one of the school's largest
programs, and· a majority of
Eastern Kentucky teachers are
trained in the college. Test
scores show that elementary
· and secondary students in Eastern Kentucky still trail the rest
of the state in academic progress.
Cathy Barlow, dean of the
education school and co-chairwoman of the faculty group,
said she expects the task force
will also come up with ideas to
improve graduate-level teacher
education.
Kentucky requires that teachers earn a master's degree
within 10 years of beginning
teaching. At schools like Morehead, a large part of th~ graduate school enrollment 1s made
up of classroom teachers.
Morehead's faculty is not
alone in efforts to improve the
quality of Kentucky's teachers.
At least three groups are studying the issue statewide.

Gov. Paul Patton has appointed a group of legislators to
plot a teacher educauon agenda
for the 2000 General Assembly.
Draft legislation is expected to
be completed next month.
The Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, a grassroots citizens advocacy group,
has already offered its ideas.
-The suggestions include a statewide test for new teachers that
would gauge the effectiveness
of college programs.
Also, the state's new P-16
Council, which deals with education issues from preschool
through the first two years of
college, has identified teacher
quality as one of Kentucky's
most pressing issues. ·
Eaglin said he is pleased that
teacher education is garnering
attention around the state but
said much of Morehead's attention would be focused on the
specific problems of Eastern
Kentucky.
"I think we have been doing
a good job of preparing teachers," Eaglin said. "But there
are still pockets in our community where students are falling
behind."

Lexington Herald-Leader
Sunday, July 25, 1999

Morehead to enrich teachini
Faculty ~k force tackles its teacher-prep program
By Holly E. Stepp
HERAU>lEADER EDIJCATION WHITER

Professors at Morehead State University are experiencing a bit of role reversal these days.
After a spring semester of sitting through lectures, they're now in the midst of writing for a final

exam.

In this case, the exam is a plan to produce a better quality of teacher for state schools - an effort
that has become a hot topic
across Kentucky.
In
January,
Moreheaa
launched a semester-long, highprofile lecture series for faculty
about teacher training to lay the
groundwork for an overhaul of
Morehead's teacher-preparation
efforts. Speakers included national as well as state experts.

Now, a group of 40 professors has the challenge of digesting that material and figuring
out what to do next.
"Right now, the hard work
is beginning," said Mike Seelig, special assistant to
Morehead President Ron· Eaglin and an organizer of
Morehead's efforts.
"We want to figure out what is really needed in
our region," Seelig said.
The faculty task force is meeting this summer to
come up with specific changes for Morehead's
teacher-prep program Seelig said some of the recomnendations, which should be finalized this fall. will
be implemented immediately.
· Others will be implemented
throughout the year.

(MORE)

'
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M.OREHEAD:
Teacher quality
is group's focus
So far, the topics on the table
run the gamut of teacher preparation: recruiting top students to a
perceived low-prestige field.
strengthening admission standards, finding better ways to
evaluate students' abilities, creating valuable student teaching experiences and making sure new
teachers know their subjeets and
how to teach them.
Morehead's College of Education and Behavioral Sciences is
one of the school's largest programs, and a majority of Eastern
KentuckS, teachers are trained in
the college. Test scores show that
elementary and secondary students· in Eastern Kentucky still
trail the rest of the state in academic progress.
Cathy Barlow. dean of the education school and co-chairwoman of the faculty group. said
she expects that the task force
also will come up with ideas to
improve graduate-level teacher
education.

Kentucky requires that teachers earn a master's degree within
10 years of beginning teaching.
For schools like Morehead, a large
part of the graduate school enrollment is made up of classroom
teachers.
·
"We want. to make sure we
address the full spectrum and do
whatever is necessary to be better
and produce a higher quality of
teachers,• Barlow said.
Morehead's· facuz:lty-...,1s'"'·-not
alone in efforts to improve the
quality of Kentucky's teachers.
No fewer than three groups are
studying the issue statewide.
Gov. Paul Patton has appointed a group of legislators to plot a
teacher education agenda for the
2000 General Assemblv. Draft
legislation is expected to. be completed next month.
The Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, a grassroots citizens' advocacy group.
has alreach· offered its ideas. The

suggestions include a statewide
test for new teachers that would
gauge the effectiveness of college
programs.
Also. the state's new P-16
Council, which deals with education issues · from preschool
through the first two years of college, has identified teacher quality
as one of Kentucky's most pressing issues.
Eaglin said he is pleased that
teacher education is garnering attention around the state but said
much of Morehead's efforts would
be focused on the specific problems of Eastern Kentucky.
"I think we have been doing a
good job of preparing teachers,"
Eaglin said. "But there are still
pockets in our community where
srudents are falling behind."
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Jefferson teacher honored last year
is recogDized again
Janice Jaines wins
national excellence
in teaching award

Janice D. James promotes the

notion that all ltudellla should be
taught like gilled atudenta.

By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier.Journal
A Jefferson County teacher who
was named Kentucky's top instructor
a year ago recently won a national
honor for her efforts to expand opportunities for African-American students.
Janice D. James, a primary teacher
who for 28 years has taught at Price
Accelerated School in Louisville, won
this year's award for national excellence in teaching from the National
Council of Negro Women. The
award. announced last month, includes a $5,000 cash prize.
In 1980, James began teaching in
the advance program, Jefferson
County's special program for the academically gifted. Freda Merriweather,
who was principal at the school 198487, said there were few African
Americans among the 200 or more
students in the classes in 1980.
Jaroes was asSifP!ed "just to pull
kids and support kids" who were not
already in advanced placement but
showed the potential for qualifying,
Merriweather said. James' work was
not limited to African-American students, but it had the effect of getting
more black students into the· program, the principal said.
. Since then, James has come up
with several strategies for inspiring
youngsters to develop their minds
and cbaracter. In 1994, she became a

"coach" for Price, an elementary
school, promoting the notion that all
students should be taught like gifted
students. "It's a school that's pushing
all the kids ... toward higher standards," James said.

This past school year, she founded
"Price Leaders of Today," through
which 60 students in ~rades two
through five practiced civic leadership through volunteer work in the
Newburg community.
She also initiated a hand-bell choir
for students last school year, and in
the past she has coordinated schoolwide science fairs, Olympics of the
Mind, cultural arts programs, career
fairs and an African-American expo.
About half the students at Price
are African Americans. James said
she makes sure all her units of study
include aspects of African-American
life - and the school as a whole
makes similar efforts at inclusion,
she said.
"Janice has some of the niost innovative ideas that I've ever come
across," said Zina Knight, a fellow
teacher who helped nominate her for
the national award. She said James
helps fellow teachers recognize various sorts of giftedness in students.
James, 50, also coordinates a special summer program at Price and
Cochran elementary schools that is
intended to guide more AfricanAmerican and low-income students
into the advance program.
"She's such a caring person, and
she loves children," said Jackie
Goepper, a former secretary at Price.
"l never met anxbody more deserving
of something like this (award) than

Janice."

James said her passion is with students. "I have great customers."
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College reports show remedial work's value
But high schools in Jefferson vary widely in results
ByMJCHAELJENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
An increasing number of
graduates of Jefferson County
public schools· are being placed
m remedial math and English
programs once they reach college in Kentucky - a move
that expens say may be helping
keep them in school longer.
An analysis of four years of
data from.the Kentucky Council
on Postsecondary Education's
repons on liow:high school stu-.
dents perform m Kentucky colleges also shows that:
■ A wide disparity in proficiency still exiats among Jefferson Count): high schools that
send significant numbers of
graauates to Kentucl<y colleges,
■ The performance gap between the best and .worst
schools may be widening,
Some expens say it's no coincidence that the number of
college freshmen bein_g pl_a~ed
in remedial classes 1s nsmg
along with the number of thos_e
freshmen who return for their
sophomore year,
"We can .demonstrate
that our (remedial) classes are
having a positive impact on student success," said Al Baldwin,
a Morehead State University
administrator who once headed
that school's remediation program "And when students
nave ihat taste of success, it obviously hau positive imr,act on
the retention of students, '
A few Jefferson County
schools - those favored by the
academically gmed ana atlluent score.well on most indicators of their
graduates' college preparedness.
·yet ·even. at one· of the district's
elite ·magnet schools, DuPont Manual, more than 25 percent of graduates who went on to a Kentucky college in· 1997 couldn't handle collegelevel math, Of Manual's college-going
graduates 43 percent enrolled in outof-state c~lleges and are not included
in the state.repons.
Most of the other schools were far
more likely to produce students who
ended up in remedial classes or
dropped olll'before their sophomore
year at four-year colleges.
•In 1997 the graduates of 15 high
schools were placed in remedial English:at rates bigber than average for
the state and the graduates of 16
i~ remedial math at
'"61"","!!_,..veq,g~ rates..
,
;At tliriii;sdldols ~ Shawnee, Fairdale(aiia'.Uoiiuois ;_ at least half the
coin~;•: small number of
imi'tliiaM.,oli4 went to four-year colleges•lri'Kentiicky had to take remedia~·tngll!iil:;l\f one, Shawnee, 14 of
tbe~·l&::nieiiilieii'·bf the class of '97
weren't ready for college-level English classes. · . . ·
·,aver the four years analyzed, the
best record of graduates from a Jefferson County school staying in college for.'a :second year incr~ased to
93 perceilt,fol' the class of 96 from
86 pen:entfor,1993 graduates.
.
·Meanwhile, during the same penods, t)le worst record of graduates
staying for a second college year rose
td'66 jjen:ent of 1996 graduates from
41percentof 199,l.graduates.
_
· -:That ,pa!!ein, expens say, holds
tr\ie among &tudents from other Kentucky high schools, and underscores
tliat remediation may be helping studentsmalmifin college.

~~lsl~~!t4. up

Along with Morehead, Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green also has been increasing its focus on putting ill-prepared college
students in remedial classes. In 1997,
the university staned enforcing that
requirement much more strictly, with
no exceptions, said Sharon Dyrsen,
WKU's director of admissions.
WKU faculty members have become convinced that, when American
College :,Test and placement test
scores clearly indicate deficient math
skills, compulsory enrollment in re- ,
medial math is -in students' best in- I
terest, Dyrsen said,
,
11

The success rates in our courses :

have just soared," and prompt remediation for those who need it is clearly one of the reasons, said James
Poner, head of WKU's math depanment.

ACHIEVEMENT GAP
Variance between schools
seen as sign of problems
Patrick -Kelly, who helps prepare
the feedback repons for the Council
on Postsecondary Education, pointed
to another phenomenon that shows
state colleges and uniyersities may b_e
paying more attention to remediation: l{entuckv students' Ac;r scores
in English and' math are gomg up at
the same time more students are being placed in remedial programs.
Statewide, the average ACT score
for members of the class of '97 who.
went on to a Kentucky four-year college was 21.2, compared witli 20.7 for
1994 high school graduates,
But the numbers for some Jefferson County schools aren't encoura_gin_g. ln.1997, only seven of the d1stnct's high schools sent graduates to
Kentucky colleges who liad average
ACT scores that matched or exceeaed the statewide average.
And the gap between the top-scoring and bottom-scoring schools on
the ACT increased from a 21.8-16.2
spread in 1994 to 23.3-14,7 in 19~?·
Steve Porter, a leader of a citizens
group that works to maintain school
mtegration, called students' college
readiness a symptom of fundamental
problems in the district's schools,
Some schools "may not have totally adopted the idea that every child
can learn and should learn," said
Poner, who helped organize the
group Quality Education for All Students, or QUEST, in 1991.
The district has made some headway against inequities among
schools, he said, but we're not good
enough yet."
Even the top graduates at so.me
schools may find themselve~ behmd
academically once they amve on a
college campus. That was the case
with Brian Wissel, who enrolled at
Purdue University in fall 1997 after
scoring a 30 on the ACT and graduating as valedictorian of the class of
'97 at Shawnee High, "I honestlX
wasn't really challenged very much '
in high school, said Wissel, now 20.
"Ano then, once I got to college, I basically hit a brick wall."
Wissel, a graduate of Shawnee's
aviation magnet program. went to
Purdue on an Air Force ROTC scholarship but lost it because of the 2.42
grade-point average he earned as a
freshman.
.
Wissel took no remedial classes m
college but struggled in math, earning a C in an algebra refresher
course and a D in calculus, Now
ready to start his junior year at Purdue, Wissel has regrouped academ111

cally - last year his grades averaged
B-plus, and he's on track toward a
career as an airline transport pilot but he still regrets the lack of rigor in
his high school studies.
Ida Suggs, who recently left Shawnee after nine years as principal and
assistant principal there, said that beginnin~ m the spring of 1998, the
school s teachers revamped their
math curriculum,
Suggs said Shawnee's faculty had
"heard some of the same things that
Brian said," They looked at students'
scores on several measures of math
skill and "just knew we had to do
something differently."
·
John S12emore, Jefferson County's
assistant superintendent for high
school instruction, said some of the
district's graduates "are pushed into
that route" of going to college, but
"probably need to go to .. , technical
training or some otfier route."
The post-secondary education
council is considering a rule requiring remedial placement for all students who score below specified levels on the ACT or placement exams.

REPORTS HAVE UMrTS
Figures can be useful
in showing broad trends
While the feedback reports suggest
some trends, taken alone they prove
little about schools' success at preparing students for collei;e.
The repons' limitations include
their failure to cover Kentucky students who attend college in other
states and the small numbers of students that some schools send to fouryear colleges year by year.
The likelihood that able students
will attend college outside Kentucky
limits the repons' validity for schools
that send ·many graduates to college
out of state, At two such schools,
Manual and Ballard, nearly half the
class of 1997 enrolled at colleges outside Kentucky.
That, said Sandy Allen, Ballard's
principal, means that the repon"s remediation figures for Ballard graduates - 34 percent in math, II percent
in English - is probably misleading.
Graduates heading to out-of-state
schools typically must meet higher
admissions standards.
The small-numbers problem makes
it hard to draw conclusions from the
high remedial placement rates for the
graduates of Moore, Shawnee, Iroquois, Fairdale and Western, In 1997,
fewer than 30 graduates of each of
those schools enrolled at four-year
colleges in Kentucky.
But the pattern emerging from several years' worth of reports for many
schools may be more revealing than
the results for any single school. And
that broa~•r nattern underscores the
way Jefferson County's school-choice
system skews the distribution of academic ability.
.
The distnct's schools deploy an array of spedafattrac!ions - including
magnet and QPl\ona!,programs, separate classes for-t{!e academically talented· anti iraditiiinal-school formats
- to retain students from their own
attendance zones and attract students
from elsewhere in the county.
Some high schools are chosen by
as few as 30 percent of the students
who live in their attendance zones,
and those schools tend to have the
biggest shortfalls on academic measures, including graduates' success m
college.

(MORE)
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Three years ago, the district adopted common standards for the content
of core courses throughout the district.
Superintendent
Stephen
Daeschner said that should helo
shrink the gaps apparent in the feedback repon.
The public "has every right to expect" improvement, Daeschner said.
A recent, sharp drop in the. number
of the county's high school seniors
rated as only "novices" in writing as
part of the state's assessment of
schools shows that improvement is
underway.
Sizemore said the district can also
attack the gaps in school achievement by doing more, such as adding

prograins, to ·attract students to the
schools that are on the low end of
the scores,
The district is also pursuing other
initiatives that should improve college preparation. Graduation standards have stiffened for the class of
2002, academic counseling has gotten
more intensive and all students will
soon be expected to take algebra in
eighth grade.
For the first time, all hi~h schools
will offer college-level 'advanced
placement" classes next fall. Suggs,
the former Shawnee principal, said
such courses should help schools like
Shawnee attract more students who
aspire to attend college.

Daeschner said he's trying to reach
agreement with the University of
Louisville - the leading choice of the
district's college-going graduates on the skills expected of entering
freshmen. "One of the things that
worries me is the target's always

changing at the university level."
Dave Howarth, U of L's dean of
undergraduate studies, agreed that
umvers1ty and public-school educators should present a united front in
making sure that students know as
early as eighth grade what they need
to do to prepare for college.
. It's not fai~ for the university "to
Just turn to the schools and say, 'Fix
the problem,' " Howarth said. "We
need to help."
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Pro scouts ~ound gem of a quarterback in Morehead

I

t is hard to believe now that
the career of the most success_ful q~erback in New York
Gtants history began with Giants
f3!18 lusnly booing his selection
with the seventh pick of the 1979
NFL Draft.
But that is exactly what happened to Phil Simms
Until he reached the Nl'L,
Simms was
never exactly a
household
name in football circles.
Coming out
of high school
at Southern
High in Jefferson County,
Simms did not
get a scholarship offer from
either the team
he had rooted
for (Kentucky)
or his hometown school
(Louisville). Instead, he wound
up at Morehead State.

· While at Morehead, Simms
racked up impressive passing
numbers and played in a lot of
losmg football games (the Eagles were 10-27-3 while Simms
played).
But the pro scouts found
him. And that led to the Giants
unpopular draft pick.
Simms' pro career was
dogged by injuries and included
s~veral quarterback controvers1es. When he played, Simms
was acclaimed for his leadership skills in the huddle and his
a~ility 10 bounce back from vic10us hits.
Simms' defining moment as
a pro came in Super Bowl XXI
when he completed 22 of 25
passes (a Super Bowl record)
for 268 yards and three touchdowns as the Giants whipped
John Elway and the Denver
Broncos 39-20.
For his efforts, Simms was
named MVP of the Super Bowl.

·

FILE PHOTO

Phll Simms, an unknown when
he started at Morehead State
was picked seventh in the
'
1979 NFL Draft by the Giants.
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Four-sport star became solid coach

E

ven today, almost 70 years
after he played, old-timers
4,,;i;,,,·,mt·a1rafoinuF.f:..,·' ;,
still consider Ellis Johnson to
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At Ashland High School,
Johnson was the quarterback
~'■'.oace,ii'il1o,w"'
"S:!•
,,Jii;llutrti~'lsw va>:,.~,ii,k;)t
on football
.~~~.,,fi'7S!i.'11.i"~!-~~~_j~~f~~~:rJ;;
teams that
both football and basketball at
went three
UK and was an All-American in
straight years
basketball in 1933.
without a loss.
In basketAfter his playing days ended
ball, he was the Johnson went into coaching. He '
star player of
was the head football and basket•
the 1928 Ashball coach at Morehead State, goland team that
ing 54-44-10 in football (1936-52)
beat Can- Creek in four overtimes
and 196-158 in basketball. The
in one of the most famous state
196 wins is still the best ever by
championship games. That Asha Morehead coach. The school's
· 1and team went on to win the nabasketball arena is named for
. tional championship in a tournaJohnson.
ment in Chicago. It too finished
After retiring from coaching
undefeated.
at Morehead to enter private
After high school, Johnson
business, Johnson was coaxed
went on to UK where he became
out of retirement to become
the first Kentucky athlete to letter . head basketball coach at Marin four different sports - foot. shall from 1963-69. He went
ball, basketball, baseball and
68-80 as Thundering Herd head
track. He lettered three years in
coach.
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Forward helped girls' basketball return with bang
hen Kenrucky reinstated the
sport of girls' basketball at the
high school level during the
1974-75 school year, Donna Murphy
provided an immediate rebuttal to anyone who questioned whether girls
could play basketball at an elite level.
A 5-foot-10 forward at Newport
High School, Murphy could jwnp (she
was 1974 Class 2A state high jwnp
champion), shoot and beat people off
the dribble.
. '...
Already a legend in Northern Kentucky, Murphy as a junior became a
fascinating figure
statewide when she
starred in the first
Girls' Sweet Sixteen
in 1975.
·
In her first game
in the state tournamen~ Murphy scored
42 points, grabbed 25
rebounds and generally dazzled everyone
who saw her.
"A woman among
girls," said then-Tates
Creek girls'.coach
Roy WaltOll.:· • ·
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"We don't have
anybody in Louisville
like that," said thenSeneca girls' coach
Sue Owens.
As a senior, Murphy averaged 35
points and 20 rebounds and was
named Miss Basketball. She was also invited to try out for
tbel976U.S.
Olympic team, one of
only two high school
players so honored.
Morehead State was Murphy's college selection and ·she is still the greatest women's player ever to play there.
She finished her career with a
school-best 2,059 points, was Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year in
1977-78 and '79-80 and OVC Woman
Athlete of the Year in '79-80.
Morehead retired Murphy's jersey
in 1999, the first women's basketball
player to receive that recognition at
the school.
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The first degree

Approval enhances area educational opportumties by increasng optionE
The approval of the first associate degree program at Ashla11d Technical College enhances postsecondary educational opportunities in this region by giving vocational-technical students more options and
flexibility in pursuing career interests.
And by giving Ashland
Tech's two-year program in applied process technologies an
added level of respect and credibility, the associate degree
should make it easier for graduates to find jobs, particularly
outside this area. The degree
also gives grads the option of
pursuing more advanced degrees at four-year colleges without having to repeat general education courses.
Now that the state Council
on Postsecondary Education
has approved the associate degree program at Kentucky
Tech, it is important that the
program be fully accredited by
an independent body. Without
that accreditation, the two-year
program will not have the
recognition it needs to enhance
the employment opportunities
for graduates and courses completed at the school likely
would not be transferable to
many four-year colleges.
To qualify as an associate degree program, the existing pro-

gram must be revamped to add
more general education courses, including economics and
technical communications. Ashland
Community
College
should be able to help Ashland
Tech meet some of these general education requirements. One
of the goals of the creation of
the new Kentucky Community
and Technical College System
is that programs at the community colleges and technical
schools would be able to dovetail with each other to create
the seamless system of higher
education envisioned by Gov.
Paul Patton's reform bill. This
strikes us as an ideal opportunity for ACC and Ashland
Technical to work together to
meet the needs of students in
the applied process technologies program.
While the associate degree is
new, the program is not. For a
number of years, the technical
school has been training students for jobs at Marathon-Ashland Petroleum's Catlettsburg
Refinery and for other chemical
plants in this region.
The associate degree program makes the existing program even better - and thafs
the primary purpose of the new
system of higher education in
Kentucky.
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KSU president again granted
salary increase
Board voted second time to ease ·concerns about previous action
By Holly E. Stepp
HERAl.0-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT -During an
often contentious meeting, the
Kentucky State University regents
yesterday reaffirmed a decision to
give university President George
Reid a 12.2 percent salary increase.
The 7-to-3 vote came
after an hourlong debate
about whether the board
violated Kentucky's open
meetings law when it
first approved a raise for
Reid on April 23.
The raise, which
brought Reid's salary to
$134,000 annually, was
approved after the regents considered raises
for other employees. Regents said
then that they didn't want Reid to
be the lowest-paid president
among state universities.
Several regents. including outgoing chairman George Helton.
questioned whether discussing a
raise in closed session was illegal.
Others questioned whether Reid,
who has been president for a year,
should even be eligible for a raise
without going through a formal
evaluation process.
Reid said yesterday he wanted
the board to reconsider the issue
as a matter of appearance. He
originally approached the board
about the matter of pay.
"I want the public to
know that Kentucky State
has the highest integrity
and pride in how we conduct business," he said.
The legal questions
were raised by Helton,
whose term on the board
ended on June 30. In his
last act as chairman, Helton sent a letter to regents
advising them that they
might have violated the
law.
In his letter, Helton said he
was particularly concerned about
the board's action given the twomonth controversy over the contract extension given University
of Kentucky President Charles
Wethington.
UK's board evenruallv voted

to rescind the two-year contract
extension it offered to Wethington
after the university community
questioned its legality and appropriateness. The UK board also discussed the matter in closed session.
Helton urged the KSU board
to rescind its April vote and vote
again after the board discussed
the matter in open session.
"The Open Meetings law doesn't allow the discussion of salary
in closed session," said Frankfort
attorney Guthrie True, who spoke
yesterday on Helton's behalf.
"The only personnel matters
allowed for discussion in closed
session are items related to appointment, termination or discipline," True said.
Part of True's interpretation is
based on a 1994 Attorney General's ruling involving the DanvilleBoyle County Planning and Zoning Commission. In that case, the
commission's personnel committee met in a private session to discuss an employee's intent to resign. Instead, during the meeting,
the committee negotiated a new
work contract.
The attorney general's office
ruled that although the discussion
changed the terms of employment,
it did not involve a possible appointment, discipline or dismissal.
Therefore, it should not have been
in closed session. Attorney General's opinions on open meetings
function as law.
During the regents' debate
yesterday, some questioned the
board's first decision.
Faculty regent Charles Bennett said the decision had demoralized many KSU professors and
staff members, who received a 2.8
percent raise.
"If it had been linked to some
sort of assessment or evaluation,
it might be understandable," said
Bennett, who voted against the
raise both times. "But the fact that
the only reason given was that we
didn't want (Reid) to be the lowest
paid president in the state, that's a
tough sell to most intelligent men
and women."

Regent Roger Reynolds said
the board never intended the raise
to be an assessment of Reid's performance but was "a good faith effort" to bring his salary into line
with the rest of the state.
Reid is still the lowest paid
president. After his raise was approved, Murray State University's
regents approved a 16 percent
raise for its president Kem
Alexander. Alexander earns
$160,000 annually.
The highest-paid state university president is UK's Wethington,
who earns $229,439 annually. The
only state educator who earns
more is Council on Postsecondary
Education President Gordon
Davies, whose annual salary is
$273,000.
Regent Anthony Helton said
the board should be wary of trying to outdo the other universities.
"Our decision about salary
should be based on a performance
evaluation, not what other schools
are doing."

Lexington Herald-Leade,
Sunday, July 25, 1999

Corrections
In an article in yesterday's Herald-Leader, Kentucky State University regent Anthony Howard's
name was misspelled.
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'fyacher sues school for not rehiring him
A former instructor at Jefferson Community
C,ollege has sued the school, claiming that he was
not rehired after a student complained of being
offended by words the instructor used during a
lecture. Kenneth E. Hardy said in his federal suit
that the college's decision not to rehire him last
fiill violated his rights to free speech and acaaemic freedom. The suit, which did not name the
words, said the language was part of a class
analysis of "socially controversial words" during
R<U!cture in Hardv's "Introduction to

. . "
-Int~nal Commun1ca~~n_ c~ la~t July.
"It's pohtJcal correctness run amok,' said Hardy's
attorney, Glenn A. Cohen. Cohen refused to say
what the words were, only that they were "gender ":Id racially derogato_ry." Cohen said the srudent 1s black and Hardy IS white. Hardy, who has
been an instructor at the school since 1995, also
teaches at the University of Louisville. The lawsuit was filed late Wednesdav.
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ACC chief_ pitching computer
~caq~~y
Dvorak addresses Ashland board
By TOM LEwls
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Ashland Community
College President Angeline Dvorak is
encouraging area school districts to
get involved in a program designed to
teach high school students to design,
build and maintain computer networks.
Dvorak pitched the Cisco Networking Academy Program at an Ashland
Board of Education meeting Monday.
She said the program was developed by Cisco Systems Inc., an international leader in Internet networking, as a way to address a shortage of
qualified computer network managers, as more schools, businesses
and other organizations merge onto
the information superhighway.
According to Cisco Systems, there
are more than 800,000 job openings
for Internet specialists now, with
three million more expected in the
next five years.
While the Cisco academy has been
·-~---.-.· ..
active. for two years internationally, it is just being intro·duced in'Kentucky. ACC will
be one. <if 10 regional academies statewide, and each of
tliose \viii try to recruit up to
10 --local· academies, or school

systems. ' '

., Tlie·: 'regional academies
will .,trai_n and offer support to
. teachei;s :who will guide high
'school · students through a
four•semester program that
wilf 'qualify them to pursue a
,number of national industry

The academy could either
be incorporated into a high
school's curriculum or established as an extracurricular
activity, Dvorak said. Either
way, she said, it will provide
another chance for young people to find a job "day one after
high school."
The average starting yearly
salary ·.nationally for such
computer networking jobs is
$28,000, she said.
"We're talking about a program based on a kid with zero
computer knowledge and
most of our kids hav~ some
computer knowledge," she
said.
Regardless of a students'
career plans, computer technology :,viii be an integral part
of their future. The Cisco
acad':lmy could be equally attractive to Ivy League-caliber
students and those who might
drop out of school without
such a program, Dvorak said.
=,.,Ashland.school board member Charlie Chatfield said he
-~was,concemed..tbat students
could complete 'the training
without graduating from high
school. But Dvorak said the
district could take steps to
prevent that.
Dvorak said it would cost
the school district about
$20,000 for Cisco computer
work s!ati~ns, s~ftware, train-

ing and technical support. But
she predicted that area businesses would be willing to
help cover the cost.
Ashland board members
did not vote on the proposal.
But several said they were
impressed and would probably support it.
"If we can get our kids
trained and then put them to
work here in Ashland, how
much better can it get?" board
Chairwoman Sally Haeberle
said.
Members of the Blazer
council said they wanted to
see statistics on the number of
students who have completed
the academy nationally and
then gained national certification.
"If every level of student
could do this, it would make
me very happy," said Blazer
Principal Janice Ledford.
Dvorak bas also discussed
the academy with school officials in Carter and Lawrence
counties. She plans to · meet
· with leaders of every other
school district in ACC's service region. Districts will need
to decide whether to take part
by early October.
Cisco is also developing two
semesters of college training,
and Dvorak said ACC
planned to offer those.

~--~~a"st'aie-oi~ine~ai't
e-ARf!°t}P.ng-program anto ,your
''.schti9lamD.vorak told the Ashland:::school board and memberii'""cif"tne· Paul G. Blazer
Hig!l Scho~! Council. _
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·Teacher retention linked to induction prograillf
By AnJetta McQueen
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASlllNGTON - Giving
new teachers a good grounding in
the job they face can make the
difference between whether they
stay in the job or quit. But many
such introductory programs are
underfunded or otherwise lacking,
a non-profit teacher recruiting
group said yesterday.
More than 20 percent of public school teachers quit within
three years, and 9.3 percent leave
before the end of their first year,
the Educati_?_? Department says,

About ~o percent ol teachers
who go through such introductory programs are still on the job
after three years, according to the
report from Recruiting New
Teachers Inc., a non-profit educational research group.
Yet just 25 states, Puerto Rico
and the District of Columbia have
so-called induction programs for
their new teachers, the group said.
Kentucky is one of those states.
The Education Department
estimates the nation's schools will
need to hire 200,000 new kindergarten through 12th-grade teacher:-; a year to ease shortage~ dut·
.,

to rising student enrollments auu
increasing teacher retirements.

Induction programs allow
rookie instructors to observe and
consult with experienced teachers
on matters such as setting up their
classrooms, filling out attendance
forms and preparing students for
standardi2ed tests.
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Plan in Works for 4-year
college program- at Hazard
tsy Lance wnnarns
and Holly E. Stepp
HERAL.Dl~ER STAFF WRITERS

HAZARD - Southeastern Kentucky residents who want to pursue a
four-year college degree without leaving the region would have that
chance under a proposal that could be
presented to state officials next
· month.
The plan would create a University Center of the Mountains in Hazard
where students could earn a four-year
degree by taking courses through
Hazard Community College and two
state universities.
The presidents of Eastern Kentucky University, Hazard Community
College and Morehead State University have been meeting for several
months to develop the project. State
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman
also has been involved with the dis'.
cussions and plan development.
_ . · A dr:rlt of the proposal already has
· been written and a version should be
turned over to state higher education
officials by mid-August, EKff President Robert Kustra said yesterday.
·
The Council on Postsecondary
Education has set a Sept. 1 deadline
for submission of "special initiatives"
· for :funding in the budget cycle that
begms July 1, 2000. The council submits its post-secondary education
budget to the governor in, mid-November. The legislature would have
to approve the expense.
Although most key details still
need to be worked out, the concept
seems to have numerous supporters,
including Gordon Davies, president of
· the Council of Postsecondary Education. .
Kustra said the plan probably will
require a new building in Hazard for
classes for third- and fourth-year students. Hazard's community college offeis'classes for first- and second-year
students.
Kustra also said Eastern and
Morehead would probably hire instructors specifically for the Hazard
campus. Other courses could be provided through distance-learning and
the Internet.
--- -ff approved. the program could
begin providing some classes through
distance learning even before a new
year, the two were debating over
who owned that area. Now they
are saying that doesn't matter. So
in that sense it is very positive."
The council and its predecessor, the Council on Higher Education, have long controlled how universities expand into new areas.

ungmally, eacn umvers1ty
was given a set of counties as its
service region. Universities could
only offer degrees and programs
in their counties and had to get
permission from the regional university to expand into counties
outside their region.
Perry County is in Eastern
Kentucky University's service region.
But when the General Assembly passed its higher education reform in 1997, it directed the council to review those policies with an
aim to limit the number of extended. campuses. The council is still
revising those policies.

'Compelllng need'
The current interim policies
require that universities document
a "compelling need" for new campus sites.
They also require that any
plan meet at least one of three criteria: that the new site be in response to a legislative or council
mandate; that proposed courses
be offered via electronic distancelearning technologies; or that the
proposed courses be offered to
high school students for dual
credit or advanced placement
credit.
"I would say in the genera'
sense that Kentucky has a ver,
bmldmg could be completed. umcials weren't sure yesterday what
an initia 1 .nrollment might be or
how much it would cost for a new
building.
Besides four-year degree programs, the center also could offer
adult education and workplace development programs.
"Although everything is still
preliminary, we like the idea"
said Keith Kappes, a Morehe;d
State University vice president.
"We_ think it has great promise,
but 1t hasn't happened yet."
Hazard Mayor Bill Gorman,
who has lobbied for a four-year
university in Hazard, said the
plan holds promise for the city
and the region.
"I think it's a wonderful thing,
and it will provide access for people who are furthest away from
any four-year university," Gorman
said. "It's the next best thing to
having our own university."
Neither Bailey, the chairman
of the powerful Senate appropriations committee, or Hazard Community College President Ed
Hughes could be reached for comment yesterday.

Funding uncertain
Davies said it's unclear
whether there will be money for
the project in the next biennial
budget, but said the Council on
Postsecondary Education will
treat the project as part of an
overall capital request for higher
education.
"The idea of Morehead State
and Eastern Kentucky working
together to serve Hazard is very
positive," Davies said. "Onlv last
well-built system of higher education. But in some places, there is a
need; Hazard may be one of
those," Davies said.
Still, a regional college in Hazard could open up new questions
of building unnecessary facilities
across the state.
Last year, the General Assembly approved funds for five regional post-secondary education
centers that the state universities
and two-year colleges would
share. When originally proposed,
the centers were touted as ways to
expand access to higher education
without having to approve buildings for each university and college. The center closest to Hazard
is in Prestonsburg and run by
Prestonsburg Community College
and Morehead State.
If approved, the Hazard program would be similar to a center
in Greenville, S.C., that was started in 1987 and involves seven
state universities, Kustra said.
The University Center of '
Greenville is designed for working
adults who want to pursue fouryear or graduate-level degrees but
can't leave Greenville County.
Nearly 4,000 students are enrolled
at the center, which provides more
than 600 courses in 42 graduate
and undergraduate programs.

